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As technological advances have made it possible to build cheap devices with
more processing power and storage, and that are capable of continuously gener-
ating large amounts of data, the network has to undergo significant changes as
well. The rising number of vendors and variety in platforms and wireless commu-
nication technologies have introduced heterogeneity to networks compromising
the efficiency of existing routing algorithms. Furthermore, most of the existing
solutions assume and require connection to the backbone network and involve
changes to the infrastructures, which are not always possible – a 2018 report by
the Federal Communications Commission shows that over 31% of the population
living in rural areas has little to no broadband coverage.
In this dissertation, we study routing optimization in heterogeneous wireless
networks in order to fill this gap in research and properly address the challenges
they pose. We first propose a novel mathematical classification based on their
contacts (i.e. communication windows between two network entities) in order to
aid routing. We define four types of contacts: predicted, scheduled, discovered
and continuous. Next, we investigate single-attribute and multi-attribute mes-
sage scheduling and routing in scheduled contacts using Space Networks as a
case study and proposed N-Look Ahead Routing and scheduling Algorithm (N-
LARS) and the Multi-Attribute Routing Algorithm (MARS). We then study all
four contact types and develop a statistical analysis framework (STAN), and pre-
dictive routing algorithm, PETRA. We evaluated our work on a disaster recovery
Mission-Driven IoT (MD-IoT) network. Finally, we consider predicted and contin-
uous contacts by designing and formulating the low-latency routing problem as
QIP and ILP models and by developing an edge computing framework, ERGO,
which we applied on Agricultural-IoT networks.
Through this dissertation on routing in heterogeneous wireless networks for
space and Mission-Driven IoT, we show that precise modeling of network het-
erogeneity properties enables us to enhance network performance in terms of
various metrics. By using different tools including machine learning, edge com-
puting, statistical analysis, MADM and age of information, we demonstrate that
heterogeneity and the lack of network infrastructure can be overcome paving the
way for heterogeneous wireless networks that are highly efficient and dynamic.
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As the number of connected devices is increasing, the network architecture is
constantly shifting towards more heterogeneity and flexibility in communication
media and standards to incorporate the diversity in devices and technologies they
use to operate and communicate. Different network applications have different
requirements with regard to communications, quality requirements, and devices
and technologies compatibility. For example, consider a smart home; there are
devices from different vendors, with different enabling technologies, various re-
quirements, and competing needs for resources. This example and many others
fall under the umbrella of heterogeneous networks because the term heteroge-
neous can take many definitions as detailed in the technical report on Future
Heterogeneous Networks [2]. At a time where smart communication technolo-
gies are set to solve many of our problems and make our lives easier and better,
it is important to design and implement network architectures that are robust to
heterogeneity.
A network is heterogeneous if it has diversity in one or more of the following
aspects:
• Technologies: The use of multiple communication technologies, such as
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WiFi, 4G, 5G, Bluetooth, etc., impacts compatibility and hinder communica-
tions between network entities using different technologies.
• Devices: Heterogeneous devices that are manufactured by different vendors
and run various operating systems, which results in a diversity of hardware
and software compatibility limitations in terms of protocols, ease of integra-
tion of new frameworks, upgrade and adaptability to new technologies and
so on.
• Transmission media: Heterogeneous transmission media are manifested in
the use of different technologies such as satellite communication, free space
optical links, terrestrial wireless links, underwater wireless links, Visible
Light Communication (VLC) links and so on [2].
• Mobility: Heterogeneous mobility models are present when the network is
composed of devices that are fixed and others that are mobile and that could
follow different mobility models.
• Communication protocols: Heterogeneous communication protocols can be
especially challenging and require the use of gateways or frameworks capa-
ble of seamlessly understanding and processing data streams from different
protocols used by similar or varying communication modalities.
• Channel types: Heterogeneous channel types are defined in [2] as “the rate
of change and predictability of change of channel characteristics,” which
can be measured by the channel’s bandwidth, data rate, bit-error rate (BER),
utilization, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and latency among others. These
characteristics are defined to a large extent by the communication protocol,
transmission media and mobility.
3
• Traffic: Heterogeneous traffic types which are usually described using the
four V’s: Velocity, Veracity, Volume and Variety (Value is sometimes in-
cluded as the fifth V).
• Quality requirements: Heterogeneous applications that use the same net-
work architecture require the support for various quality requirements and
dimensions, such as Quality of Service (QoS), Quality of Experience (QoE),
Quality of Data (QoD) and Quality of Information (QoI). Quality dimen-
sions are delineated by resilience and robustness of the network, which are
in turn bound to constraints including, and not limited to, transmission me-
dia, communication protocols and mobility models.
• Management and control: Heterogeneous “network management and con-
trol systems and administrative domains” [2] are manifested, for example,
in the choice of distributed or centralized network control. Inter-domain
and intra-domain management systems have been widely studied, but that
constitute a different challenge when the network has other heterogeneity
aspects.
Current research efforts attempt to solve the bigger problem of heterogeneity
by making assumptions about the network that make the problem less compli-
cated; that is, only selected aspects of heterogeneity are included. Another ap-
proach is generalizing the problem to include most of the heterogeneity aspects
while compromising the solution’s applicability to any specific application. For
example, a solution that is designed when considering constraints of a disaster re-
covery network might not perform as well when implemented in an agricultural
IoT network. While overlooking the importance of application specific require-
ments, the proposed solutions are not immediately applicable to a given prob-
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lem/situations. Hence minor, and sometimes significant, changes would have to
be made in order to apply these solutions to any specific application. In order to
overcome these limitations, these networks should be properly modeled to a level
of detail that reflects each aspect of heterogeneity. Such elaborate network models
would facilitate the creation of solutions that fulfill the requirements of applica-
tions without overlooking the effects of heterogeneity on the overall performance
of the network architecture.
1.1 Contributions
The research presented in this dissertation is on the overarching topic of rout-
ing and optimization in heterogeneous networks that are deployed in challenged
environments, such as Interplanetary networks and disaster recovery networks.
We study these networks based on their contact types, which allow the extrac-
tion and modeling of the main heterogeneity features of these networks. Hence,
in Chapter 2, we developed a novel and comprehensive mathematical model for
heterogeneous networks’ contact classification composed of four main categories,
namely continuous, scheduled, discovered and probabilistic. We hence investi-
gate questions pertaining to routing and optimization in networks of each par-
ticular category of contacts and propose a generalized framework for routing in
heterogeneous networks composed of multiple or all of those contact categories.
We start by studying scheduled contacts in Interplanetary Networks (IPN).
IPN are on the spectrum of challenged networks with high communication delays;
therefore, there are designated as Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN). For this work,
we propose a novel Modified Temporal Graph (MTG) model to represent Delay
Tolerant Interplanetary Networks in a near-real-time deterministic dynamic repre-
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sentation. This allowed us to design and implement a novel Earliest Arrival Opti-
mal Delivery Ratio (EAODR) routing algorithm. The use of the MTG model along
with EAODR helped reduce the end-to-end communication delay. To further in-
crease the throughput of the network at a reduced end-to-end communication
delay, we propose the first Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model for
message routing and scheduling in the IPN using Multi-Attribute Decision Mak-
ing (MADM) principles. We then design and implement a novel MADM-based
algorithm called Multi-Attribute Routing and Scheduling (MARS) algorithm that
uses a sliding window to schedule messages and EAODR for route computation.
We run experiments on a real-world network featuring Mars lander and orbiters,
and we further evaluated our work on large networks that are composed of real
space objects from AGI’s Space Tool Kit (STK). Results from this work have been
published in the form of both conference papers [3–5] and journal articles [6, 7],
and are detailed in Chapter 3.
In studying heterogeneous networks that have all types of contact, we focus
on heterogeneous wireless Mission Driven IoT (MD-IoT) and construct a com-
prehensive mathematical model, based on which we designed and implemented
a Statistical Analysis (STAN) framework to statistically analyze the MD-IoT net-
work traces and predict future traces that can be used for route computation.
The STAN framework allows nodes in the network to choose an appropriate fore-
cast model for future contact prediction. The framework incorporates a variety
of deep learning or traditional forecast models enhancing the flexibility of the
framework in adapting to network application and communication traces. We
designed and implemented the predictive routing algorithm (PETRA) that uses
STAN’s predictions in route computation and run network simulations using a
dataset composed of real traces collected from a Fire Department. Preliminary
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results from the effort we presented at the IEEE International Conference on Ad-
vanced Networks and Telecommuncations Systems (ANTS) [8] and are presented
in Chapter 4.
The last part of this research is focused on delay-sensitive agricultural IoT net-
works that require near real-time data processing, communication and interven-
tions. This work focuses on a network composed mainly of predicted and discov-
ered contacts, along with multiple aspects of heterogeneity in data types, equip-
ment, communication media and so on. In this work, we investigate techniques
that expedite the transfer of data to processing nodes in the network along with
optimization in processing nodes positioning and computation. We are working
on the design of network models for agricultural applications, which will allow
us to implement efficient routing algorithms integrated with edge computing so-
lutions for near-real time data processing. The work will then be evaluated using
data collected by collaborators at UNL’s College of Agricultural Sciences and Nat-
ural Resources. Details of this ongoing work is presented in Chapter 5.
1.2 Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation presents our four main contributions. We start by creating and
formalizing the classification model for heterogeneous wireless networks based
on the four types of contacts that identify as: scheduled, predicted, discovered
and continuous. As depicted in Fig. 1.1, The model is introduced in Chapter 2,
which is integral to the other three contributions. Chapter 3 start by presenting
out work on single-attribute and multi-attribute message scheduling and routing
for scheduled contacts using space networks as an example. We then consider
networks composed of all four types of contacts in MD-IoT environments and
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propose s statistical analysis-backed predictive routing algorithm in Chapter 4.
Last but not least, Chapter 5 shown in Fig. 1.1, studies MD-IoT networks that
are composed of predicted and discovered contacts, for which we propose a low-



















Figure 1.1: Dissertation Organization.
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Chapter 2
Heterogeneous Networks Communication Model
2.1 Introduction
Heterogeneous networks are networks that are composed of devices that either
have different capabilities or operate on different levels of requirements and pro-
tocols. The majority of devices around us are capable of sensing data from the
environment and sharing it with other devices. In order for this communication
to take place, the network should be designed to seamlessly support a variety of
devices, protocols and applications. And this becomes possible by studying het-
erogeneous networks and designing architectures that are robust to heterogeneity.
One manifestation of heterogeneity of networks is the diversity of contacts estab-
lished for communicating links at different points in time and space, where a
contact is a communication window between two network entities. In this chap-
ter, we reiterate the importance of heterogeneous networks, providing examples
of application domains. Then, propose a novel classification of contacts in these
networks, which constitute the basis for a network architecture.
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2.1.1 Fostering Heterogeneity
In attempting to reduce heterogeneity and ensure compatibility between emerg-
ing technologies, agencies have led efforts to create standards for compliance.
Past and ongoing standardization processes try to discern different technologies
from each other, and provide definitions and compliance rules; however, the pace
at which new technologies are released to the end user is much higher than what
it takes to come up with the standard that fits all varieties of the same invention.
That is also because many innovations are created by breaking from the initial
standards. Different devices also generate various types of traffic; a heterogeneity
aspect that cannot easily be limited by standards but that is highly affected by the
latter. That is, standards used for other aspects such as communication protocols
can greatly shape the network traffic flows. Regardless of all these differences and
implementation variations, the vast majority of the applications running over the
network are constantly evolving and collecting data from the end users (images,













Figure 2.1: Heterogeneous Wireless Network.
Figure 2.1 shows a representation of heterogeneity in our everyday networks;
it depicts the aspects discussed earlier as they are related to technologies used in
10
real networks. As depicted, a network can be composed of satellite links through
gateways with higher delays; airplane networks that connect through satellite
links and rely on inter-satellite links as well; underwater networks that report
data back to the surface; and other ad-hoc wireless and IoT networks. All these
networks are interconnected in various aspects and introduce heterogeneity at
various levels listed in Chapter 1. While heterogeneity presents several imple-
mentation challenges, there are many advantages to designing networks with an
inherent support for heterogeneity. We elaborate on some of them in the follow-
ing.
• Scalability: Networks that are designed with homogeneous nodes in all
aspects mentioned in Section 1 can be hard to expand. Any new device that
is connected to this network would have to fit a large set of requirements,
limiting the options and possibly even increasing the cost of scaling up. In
a homogeneous wireless sensor network, for instance, any new sensors and
gateway nodes would have to have the exact same specifications as the ones
already deployed in the network, which removes the flexibility of integrating
new devices from various vendors. This could make the price higher, both
in terms of money and operations.
• Innovation in technology: The inherent support for heterogeneity alleviates
the burden of compatibility and hence permits more freedom to invent and
innovate. When the network architecture is built on heterogeneity, innova-
tive research is not bound by the software, hardware and communications
media compatibility requirements.
• Novel applications: The efficient integration of novel applications is facil-
itated by the use of heterogeneous network architectures and the fact that
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they benefit from scalability and ease of innovation. As mentioned earlier,
for various applications to appropriately function on the network, the lat-
ter has to support various quality requirements and domains and diverse
performance levels, and it should simplify the integration of new equip-
ment, protocols and communication media. Therefore, the integration of
novel applications is greatly incumbent upon mechanisms that account for
heterogeneity in the network.
• Resilience and robustness through diversity: For all the aspects of hetero-
geneity mentioned in Chapter 1, its various ways of implementation have
distinct set of limitations and advantages. And one option’s limitations can
be addressed by another option’s advantages. For example, while fixed
sensors can only operate in a specific limited area with strict communica-
tion constraints, mobile sensors (e.g. UAVs) can compensate for the spa-
tial limitations of their fixed counterparts. Likewise, using a diversity of
communication media incorporates network resilience and robustness. For
instance, when a satellite communication if compromised by weather con-
ditions, other communication media can be used to build a backup commu-
nication path until the satellite link is restored.
2.1.2 Application Domains
Applications that seemed hard to achieve a decade or two ago are becoming fea-
sible thanks to the development of technology and the great progress that inno-
vations in satellites, sensors and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) have shown.
Advances in ground terminals and antennas, reusable and sustainable space tech-
nology, payload augmentation, autonomous UAVs, and especially the ability to
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integrate all this diversity in heterogeneous network architecture, have opened the
door for new network applications and scenarios that were beyond reach. Some
of these applications are introduced below.
2.1.2.1 Small Scale Network Example
Disaster management and recovery is a powerful example of heterogeneous net-
works. Aeronautical communication technologies are of great importance in op-
erating a network whose infrastructure is fully or partially damaged. Satellite,
UAVs and other mobile objects can help during the emergency relief process,
making it smoother, more efficient and safer for the rescue teams. As such, these
networks involve different types of communicating nodes with various capabili-
ties and constraints, and on top of that they are usually deployed in an ad-hoc
manner. Establishing such a network architecture should be optimized by seam-
lessly integrating heterogeneity to build a robust and reliable network.
2.1.2.2 Large Scale Network Example
On a different scale and in preparation for deep space missions, space research
centers are working on deploying networks of robots on the surface of the moon
(i.e. cis-lunar space) in order to assess and verify the technologies and equip-
ment before deploying them on farther planets building Interplanetary Networks
(IPNs) [9, 10]. Both missions anticipate deploying habitats for humans in addi-
tion to rovers and robots. The mission crew will then be able to remotely operate
the rovers and robots either from the deployed habitats or from the surface of
Earth [11]. These network setups, cis-lunar networks and IPNs, are unique envi-
ronments where there are objects that follow well-defined schedules of communi-
cation relative to their line-of-sight windows (e.g. satellites), and objects that can
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be reached in an ad-hoc manner, unless they follow predetermined trajectories
(e.g. robots and rovers) in addition to objects whose position can be predicted fol-
lowing their trajectory. Besides their varying mobility models, these objects have
various quality requirement, communication capabilities, data flow types and so
on.
As these examples of applications reiterate the relevance of heterogeneity in
our daily life, they stress the importance of fully understanding the dynamics of
such networks in order to better design and implement architectures capable of
making use of heterogeneity to its full potential. With that said, we study sched-
uled contacts using the Interplanetary Network as a use-case. Networks com-
posed of all types of contacts are then investigated with a focus on the Mission-
Driven IoT networks. Finally, discovered and predicted contacts are then studied
in the Agricultural IoT networks. In the following section, we provide a novel gen-
eral model that encapsulates different aspects of heterogeneity listed in Chapter 1.
The model is based on the temporal graph model that supports spatio-temporal
network configurations [6].
2.2 Heterogeneous Wireless Networks Contact Classification
An important step in solving heterogeneous network design and research ques-
tions is to fully understand their dynamics. In the remainder of this chapter, we
present a heterogeneous network model that allows to capture and understand
various aspects of heterogeneity. This model provides the basis to which details
can be added for specific research questions. The model is based on defining four
types of contacts (i.e. time slots during which two nodes in the network can ex-































Figure 2.2: Network contact types.
2.2.1 Related Work
RFC4838 [12] was one of the first documents to provide a definition of types
of contacts in the context of the Delay Tolerant Networking architecture. It de-
fined five types of contacts: Persistent, On-demand, Scheduled, Opportunistic,
and Predicted; all defined in high level definitions. Morgenroth et al. [13] have
reduced the number of categories of contacts to four by removing On-demand
contacts from their categorization. They have also defined two types of scheduled
networks. They introduced Hard-scheduled and Soft-scheduled, which refer to
contacts with well known times and those that are known but with uncertainty,
respectively. They classify these categories in a scale ranging from high confi-
dence to high uncertainty. Similar definitions have been provided in [14], provid-
ing high level terms and focusing on examples to better illustrate the differences.
Several other definitions were proposed based on these baselines; however, they
all have overlaps between different categories creating confusion and ambiguity
in the understanding of the network dynamics. Furthermore, these definitions do
not provide enough details on each category that facilitate building elaborate and
detailed network models.
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Figure 2.3: Temporal Graph and model notation.
2.2.2 General Notations
The network will be represented as a temporal graph that we denote by GT, as de-
picted in Fig. 2.3. The temporal graph is characterized by a set of temporal edges,
ET, where an edge with nodes (u, v) has multiple occurrences with different start
times and durations. Hence we write GT = (V , ET).
2.2.3 Our Proposed Contact Classification
2.2.3.1 Definitions
The notation that will be used in the formal definitions is introduced bellow and
depicted in Fig. 2.3.
• Vertex/node: A vertex (a.k.a. node) is defined as a data structure that con-
tains information such as storage, processing capabilities and so on. It is
generally denoted by u, v, a, or b with subscripts when needed.
• e(u,v),t: The temporal edge between nodes u and v during time slot t.
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• Temporal edges: Temporal edges ei has to store at least four pieces of infor-
mation as ei = (ts, ∆t, rup, rdown): 1) its start time ts, 2) its duration ∆t, and
3) its uplink data rate and 4) downlink data rate, rup and rdown respectively.
Additional information can be added to the data structure as needed.
• E(u,v),T (also E(u,v),t for simplicity) is the set of temporal edges between nodes
u and v and is defined as: E(u,v),T = {e(u,v),t|∀t ∈ T}.
• Et is the set of all the temporal edges between all pairs of nodes that are
present in the network in the time slot t.
• T is the set of time slots.
• ET is the set of all the temporal edges between all pairs of nodes that are
present in the network throughout all the network’s lifetime.
• Eu,t is the set of all temporal edges known to node u. These could include
contacts between u and other nodes, as well as contacts between different
nodes in the networks. We may also use a superscript to indicate the cate-
gory of contacts being defined.
As shown in Fig. 2.2, we define two major types of contacts: Intermittent are
discontinuous and occur at different times with, usually, a different duration each
time. Therefore, for a certain time duration, there are multiple temporal edges
between every pair of nodes, and Continuous where the pair of node is constantly
connected; therefore, there is only one continuous edge between then. All other
















Figure 2.4: Illustration of a network composed of discovered contacts.
2.2.3.2 Discovered contacts (C1)
Discovered contacts (C1), illustrated in Fig. 2.4, are ones where the motion of the
nodes is random, and hence, no prior knowledge of contact windows is available.
We define the mathematical model for this category of contacts as follows.
Given a node u ∈ V at time t, the neighborhood of u is the set of discovered
nodes:
Nu,t = {v1, v2, ..., vmt | ∀i ∈ (1, mt), vi ∈ V}
Each of the nodes vi ∈ Nu,t are defined as the triplet vk,(i,t) = (dk, υk, ϕk) where dk
is the initial distance between vi and vk,(i,t) at time t. υk is the velocity of vk,(i,t),
and ϕk is its angle. Nodes can use different equation, such as the one in [15]and
as depicted in Fig. 2.5, to compute the contact duration.
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Figure 2.5: Illustration
of a discovered network.
We then define the set of edges for a node u ∈ V at










The first part of the equation allows node u to include
to its contact list all contacts that have been discovered
by all its neighbors in the set Nu,t, subject to the function α, which we define as
part of each subcategory of the Discovered Contacts (C1). The second part of set
definition defined the set of all the temporal edge between the node u and all its
neighbors within the time slot t. Equation (2.1) defines the Discovered Contacts
that are further broken into two main subcategories as follows.
• Multi-hop: which means the node can discover contacts in the network
beyond its immediate neighbors, and it is further categorized into two types.
– Local (C1-L): In situations where the node has constraints of any types
such as energy or storage, it is not practical for node u to save all shared
contacts by all its neighbors in the set Nu,t; therefore, only local knowl-
edge of the network is required. In such case, we use the constraint
function α to limit the contact sharing with neighbors. The constraint
could be a limit on the distance between node u and any other node
a (dist(u, a)), a threshold on the data rate of the link and so on. For
example, α(X) = {e(u,v)|∀u, v ∈ X s.t. dist(u, v) < d}, set a constraint
on the minimum distance between two nodes to be included in the set
X.
– Global (C1-G) where nodes use a mechanism, to share their whole list
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of discovered contacts without any constraints. Therefore, we define α










• Single-hop (C1-S) contacts occur in a network where the node is only able
to discover its immediate neighbors. Therefore, it is a special case of the






2.2.3.3 Predicted contacts (C2)
Predicted contacts (C2) are contacts between nodes that follow a specific motion
pattern or have information of each others’ mobility variables such as trajectory,
speed and acceleration. Examples of these networks are satellite networks and
vehicular networks respectively. There are also predicted contacts that are derived
from prior knowledge of the network. Therefore, using mathematical equations
or knowledge of the network, a node u can generate the set of temporal edges
Eu,t. As shown in Fig. 2.6, we define two types of predicted networks.
• Probabilistic (C2-Pro): Probabilistic contacts are contacts that are predicted
but have a probability β < 1 of happening. These contacts are prevailing
in bus (vehicular) networks for example, where we know with a certain
probability that the bus will arrive within a time interval.
• Deterministic (C2-D): The deterministic contacts on the other hand are ones
where the predicted contact is guaranteed to happen at that specific time
20
with a probability β = 1.
Every node u contains a set of encountered nodes, Ou,t, which includes nodes
that have been temporal neighbors of u and others that it has discovered through
the Multi-hop discovered contact categories C1− L and C1− G. The encounter
set is defined in Eq. (2.4).
Ou,t = {v1, v2, ..., vct | ∀i ∈ (1, ct), vi ∈ V} (2.4)
We also define the set Pv = {p1, p2, ..., pl} representing all the properties of node
v, and which can include node u’s prior knowledge of v mobility; the latter’s
velocity, angle, and initial position; or any other information used for the predic-
tion. We also define Eq the set of equations used by a function f that takes as
input source node vs, destination node vd, its set of properties Pv, and returns its
predicted temporal contacts, the edge eu,v with a probability β. Hence the set Eu,t
for predicted contacts is defined as:
EC2u,t = { f : vs, vd, Pdst, Eq→ (e(vs,vd),t, β)













Figure 2.7: Illustration of a network composed of scheduled contacts.
2.2.3.4 Scheduled contacts (C3)
Figure 2.8: Typical satel-
lite’s trajectory to Mars
shown in green (Source:
[16]).
Scheduled contacts (C3), depicted in Fig. 2.7, are at
the other extreme where the schedule is pre-loaded in
each node as part of the mission planning and oper-
ation process. There are three sub-types of contacts.:
cyclic, semi-cyclic and acyclic. The set S represents the
set of all the nodes for which the schedule of contacts
is provided, and we call them scheduled nodes for con-
venience. The edge set Eu,t would be the same for all
time slots t ∈ T since the nodes has full knowledge of












The set S would include node u is the latter is a scheduled node. The time
window τ will be defined in the following and T is, as defined earlier, the set
of all time slots/windows constituting the whole time span of the network. The
three sub-categories of scheduled contacts are defined next.
• Cyclic (C3-C): In a constellation of Medium Earth Orbiting (MEO) satellites,
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every node (satellite) follows an orbit that does not change in cycle that re-
peats itself every τ hours for example. In this setup, every pair of scheduled
nodes, vi and vj, that come in line of sight will establish a contact e with a
duration ∆t that will be repeated depending on their respective orbital infor-
mation. Therefore, T is divided into equal time windows equal to the cycle
of duration τ. Edge within the cycle τ will occur at times slots t and will be
repeated in the next cycle. Consequently, the set of all edges is composed
of edges e(vi,vj),t for all time slots t in τ, and all these edges repeated in all
cycles τ in the network time span T as shown in Equation (2.6).
• Acyclic (C3-A): An example of this is a mission where two nodes can only
communicate with each other in pre-scheduled allotted time slots such as a
satellite communicating with a base station on the surface of Earth but that is
only being used in allotted time slots. This is defined as special case where
T is composed of one cycle that is equal to the whole time span. Using
Equation (2.6), we set T = τ and use the same formal definition. Equation










• Partial-Cyclic (C3-Par): The partial cyclic contacts are contacts that are cyclic
in portions of the lifetime of the network and are acyclic in others. For exam-
ple, while a satellite is traveling to Mars (as shown in Fig. 2.8, the Satellite-
Earth contact is acyclic; however, once the satellite is in orbit, the contact
becomes cyclic. The model used for these contacts is based on Equation
(2.6) as well. The difference is that T is now written as T = Ta ∪ Tc. Ta is
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the set of acyclic time slots, and Tc is the set of cyclic time slots. Hence, its

















Further details about scheduled networks modeling and routing are studied in [6].
2.2.3.5 Continuous contacts (C4)
There are two main types of continuous contacts as defined in [12].
• Persistent (C4-Per): These are contacts that are always up and available.
That is, “no connection-initiation action is required to instantiate a persistent
contact” [12]. Contacts with servers on the Internet are an example, such that
the server is always up and waiting for a request.
• On-Demand (C4-O): This is a special case of the persistent contacts where
the contact is established when it is requested, then it behaves as a persistent
contact until it is terminated by one of the parties [12].
Both categories can be modeled using Equation (2.6) similar to the Scheduled
Acycli contact (C3-A). We defined the the set R as the set of all the persistent











In order to model networks that are composed of more than one of the four
contact categories, discovered, predicted, scheduled and continuous, it is impor-
tant to define a network model that incorporates all four contact categories. This















Node	position	predicted	by	u Contact	predicted	by	u Node	discovered	by	u	or	its	neighbors Contact	discovered	by	u	or	its	neighbors
? Nodes	yet	to	be	discovered	by	u	or	its	neighbors	
Figure 2.9: Illustration of a network composed of all four types contacts.
2.2.4 Heterogeneous Network Generalized Definition
By definition, a heterogeneous network will be composed of different types of
contacts; thus, in order to model these networks, the model should be derived
from the equations presented in Section 2.2.3 using all four types of contacts as
shown in Fig. 2.9. In the details in the latter, we group the contacts into two
groups of models: 1) Discovered (C1) and Predicted (C2) and 2) Scheduled (C3)
and continuous (C4). Prior to discovering the C1 contacts, they are added to the
contact list as Predicted contacts (C2). That is, as the node u predicts a contact
ei with another node v, the contact is only use if it actually occurs, which then
becomes a C1 contact with the same properties (depending on the accuracy of
prediction). The second group is complementary and can be define using the
dame mathematical equation by varying the temporal aspect of it. In other words,
the difference is in the definition of T, τ and t. Accordingly, the general notation
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In Equation (2.9), we use ECit = ∪v∈VECiv,t with its definition in Sec. 2.2.3.1. The
function λ is defined to allow us to replace the predicted contacts by their discov-







eC1 , eC1i ≈ eC2
eC1 & eC2, Otherwise
∀eC1i ∈ EC1t , ∀eC2i ∈ EC2t
Finally, The set vertices, V , introduced in Sec. 2.2.3 is defined as:
V = {O, S , R} (2.10)
Where O, S , and R were previously defined as the set of encounters, the set of
scheduled nodes and the set of persistent nodes, respectively, with the condition
O ∩ S ∩ R = ∅. Finally, from Equations (2.10) and (2.9), the definition of the
temporal graph is:
Gt = (V , ET)
s.t.










In many aspects, today’s networks are increasingly heterogeneous. They require
architectures and solutions that foster heterogeneity and render it seamless and
advantageous. Heterogeneity manifests itself is various aspects discussed in this
chapter and in Chapter 1. It can be apparent in the diversity of devices (i.e. their
hardware and software aspects), communication media and protocols, quality re-
quirements, traffic and channel types, mobility models and so on. Even though
building an architecture that encapsulates all these heterogeneity aspects is chal-
lenging, achieving such an architecture is very rewarding. Our proposed contact
classification model incorporates different aspects of heterogeneity, which makes
it easy to extend for elaborate network models. It provides an in-depth under-
standing of the dynamics of such networks aiding in the design of efficient routing
algorithms.
In this chapter, we emphasized the importance of fostering heterogeneity in
designing current and future network architecture and provided a novel contact
classification for heterogeneous wireless network, which captures heterogeneity
aspects in a mathematical categorization of the network contacts. Through this
classification, we can design elaborate network models fostering heterogeneity for
future efficient architectures, which inherently support innovation in technology
and application; and network scalability and robustness.
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Chapter 3
Single-Attribute and Multi-Attribute Routing and Scheduling for
Space Networks
3.1 Introduction
Space Networks referred to as the Interplanetary Network (IPN) [17] was de-
signed to enable the communication between different deep space objects. There-
fore, this network has for long been of great interest mainly to the government
space agencies, which then represented the major player in deep space explo-
ration and interplanetary science missions. With the advances in technology, new
types of missions are envisaged for the near future and more companies in the
private sector are showing interest in the deep space exploration. These missions
are imagined differently with more audacious goals of establishing colonies of
robots, and eventually humans, on other planets such as Mars and in the cis-lunar
space [9, 18–21]. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), for example, is planning the Mars 2020 mission [22].
In this mission, a rover and a drone called Mars Helicopter Scout (MHS) will be
sent to the surface of Mars to investigate the habitability of Mars and the possi-
bility of past life, among other goals. Another example of these missions is the
recent Chinese Lunar Exploration Mission. Chang’e 4 [23]. It accomplished the
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first successful soft landing on the far side of the Moon with rover Yutu-2 in ad-
dition to the insertion of the communication satellite, Queqiao. The success of
this mission and the past ones are paving the way for more ambitious missions.
Figure 3.1: An illustration of the Space Network
(source: [1] - Modified)
With changes in future
space exploration missions, it
is expected that IPNs network
density, which has been rela-
tively sparse, will significantly
increase. Consequently, the
types of network data will
change to potentially include
intra-colony communications, inter space objects messages, in addition to the
usual payload sent to Earth-based mission operation centers (MOC) from the
space objects. This new network traffic will have varying priorities and message
sizes among other properties. Scalable and robust routing algorithms are, hence,
needed to facilitate communication in current IPNs and as it evolves with future
missions.
Among the existing IPN routing algorithms, the contact Graph Routing (CGR)
[24, 25] is the most prominent one. CGR was proposed to overcome the main
characteristics that are found in DTNs and not in Earth-bound network: four
main features of DTN: (1) lengthy round-trip times of communication, (2) the re-
current absence of relay nodes and communication windows, (3) the absence of
end-to-end paths, (4) the asymmetric data rates. CGR was then integrated with
the Bundle Protocol (BP). The BP, which will be introduced in more details in
Section 3.2, was approved by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
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(CCSDS) in September 2015 and published as a Blue book becoming the recom-
mended protocol for DTN-based IPNs [26]. CGR has been proved to efficiently
route data in the IPN [27], nevertheless, and as we show in the results section,
CGR only performs well in space networks with a relatively small contact plan
(i.e. the schedule of contacts between every pair of nodes). Finally, the currently
used and proposed routing algorithms, mainly [24], and [28], follow a greedy
approach of finding the best feasible path for each message (a.k.a. bundle de-
scribed in Section 3.2) at a time ignoring the overall usage of the network. While
this increases the single bundle optimality (in terms of earliest arrival time), it
does not necessarily guarantee an optimal utilization of the overall network.
While the IPN has particular routing challenges, it also presents the problem
of a severe limitation of resources (such as link connectivity, link bandwidth, pro-
cessing capacity of nodes etc.) As mentioned earlier, DTNs are characterized by
the intermittent connections between nodes; therefore, it is important to imple-
ment a routing algorithm that takes this issue into consideration. Message schedul-
ing has been one of the solutions to the problem of optimal resource utilization;
however, it has not been explored in the context of routing in IPNs as we detail
in Section 3.2. Routing protocols in IPN assume the availability of contact plans
(i.e. the list of contact windows between relevant pairs of nodes in the network)
in order to find the best temporal path (i.e. a sequence of temporal contacts) for
every message. In a sparse network, the traffic load is not very significant permit-
ting the use of the greedy approach to route each message at a time. However, as
the traffic load and types increase, it will be important to schedule messages for
routing in order to ensure a more optimal use of the contacts.
As mentioned earlier, the existing routing protocols are either not optimized
for the IPN or just not for the aforementioned new challenges. We propose N-
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Look Ahead Routing and Scheduling (N-LARS) algorithms [5]. Using N-LARS,
each node in the network sorts the outgoing buffer based a certain criteria before
it routes the message and sends it to the next hop. This scheduling and rout-
ing algorithm has shown positive results, but it was limited by sorting criteria.
Consequently, we introduce a novel solution that uses Multi-Attribute Decision
Making coupled with both scheduling and routing specially designed for the IPN
architecture. Our contributions are as follows. We propose the first mathemati-
cal model for the problem of scheduling and routing in scheduled networks (i.e.
networks where the schedule of nodes’ encounters is pre-loaded in each node
as part of the mission planning and operation process) and, in particular, deep
space networks. We then propose MARS (Multi-Attribute Routing and Schedul-
ing), a Multi-Attribute Decision Making (MADM) based look-ahead scheduling
algorithm with a sliding window of width n.
Through this scheduling and routing algorithm, we study the effect of adopt-
ing an MADM technique in the message scheduling process and show how that
affects the performance of the network. Our study shows that using larger win-
dow sizes for scheduling increases the number of messages delivered to their final
destinations. It further shows that considering multiple criteria to choose the next
best message has a direct effect on the performance. We also compare the perfor-
mance of our algorithm to that of CGR using large-scale and small-scale network
simulations. The results show that our proposed MARS algorithm delivers up to
3 times more bundles than CGR in large-scale networks and 5.7% more bundles in
smaller-scale networks. It also significantly reduces the overhead and the average
end-to-end delay.
The chapter is organized as follows. We start by providing background and re-
lated work in Section 3.2. We then introduce the formal definition of the schedul-
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ing and routing problem in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we introduce N-LARS
along with its evaluation. Then in Section 3.5, we present MARS, the scheduling
and routing algorithm along with the MADM technique that we chose to use. The
experimental setup and numerical results are detailed in Section 3.6. Finally, we
conclude our work and provide future directions in Section 3.7.
3.2 Background and Related Work
In this section, we give a brief introduction to IPN. We list the works that have
been done on routing and scheduling in the IPN. We introduce MADM and de-
scribe some of its known techniques.
3.2.1 Space Networks
The Interplanetary Internet is a network composed of interconnected space ob-
jects, which are in turn connected to mission control stations on the surface of
Earth. this network is our ears and eyes in the deep space. It has been a very
sparse network with very few space shuttles until recently. In fact, space mission
are experiencing a great increase; NASA’s Mars 2038 [29], for example, is planned
with human presence on Mars. This entails many changes to the IPN and its
architecture, and hence the communication strategies used.
3.2.1.1 Routing in Space Network
IPN is inherently delay tolerant because of the lengthy round-trip times of com-
munication, the recurrent absence of relay nodes and communication windows,
the absence of end-to-end paths, the asymmetric data rates and the high error
rates. These characteristics make the Internet communication protocols inappli-
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cable to IPN. DTN is built on the store-carry-forward principle because each node
has the capability of storing a message and being its custodian until it finds the
next hop that the message can be forwarded to. Each node, however, is able
to decline custody of a message for a certain destination, in which case, it is ex-
cluded from the route computation for messages to that destination until the node
accepts custody [12, 30].
In order to define and shape the use of DTN in IPNs, the Bundle Protocol (BP)
was proposed in RFC 5050 [30] and later approved by the CCSDS as a recom-
mended standard that “defines end-to-end protocol, block formats, and abstract
service descriptions for the exchange of messages (bundles) that support Delay
Tolerant Networking (DTN).” [26] As such, the BP dictates different fields in a
data unit called “bundle,” the role of each node in the network referred to as
“bundle nodes,” the bundle processing including forwarding it from a node to
another, in addition to other administrative and architectural implementation de-
tails. In fact, it provides the baseline requirement for forwarding and the role
and responsibility of bundle nodes in the process; nevertheless, the BP does not
include any specific routing technique making it more flexible and applicable to
specific network design and environmental requirements.
Several works have ben proposed for routing in the IPN [6, 28, 31], but we
only use CGR in this work since the most prominent one. The Contact Graph
Routing (CGR) was then proposed in an IETF draft [24, 25, 32] by Scott Burleigh
at NASA JPL. It has then been improved through various efforts such as the work
in [33], which incorporated the use of standard Dijkstra’s algorithm, another
effort that added the use temporal route lists in order to improve the execution
time [34], and one by S. Burleigh et al. himself where CGR was extended to
be used in opportunistic networks in addition to the scheduled networks it was
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defined for [35], and yet another work that included bundle fragmentation in
an effort to enhance network performance [36]. CGR with the later enhacement
is being standardized by the CCSDS as part of the draft recommended standard
Schedule-Aware Bandle (SABR) Red Book [37]. A thorough description of CGR
and its development has been published in [27].
3.2.1.2 Scheduling in Space Networks
As for scheduling in DTN-based IPN, our literature review showed that schedul-
ing has not been studied nor has it been applied to deep space networks and/or
scheduled networks. Scheduling, together with routing has been more thoroughly
studied in wireless networks, optical networks and many other types of Earth-
bound networks then in DTNs. An early application of scheduling and routing to
DTNs by Wolf et al. [38], in which they have used Genetic Algorithms to assign
tasks to a limited number of Earth observing satellites (EOS), has been proved to
enhance their performance. However, this work is only applied to task assignment
and not to routing. In [39], Xian et al. proposed a look ahead routing algorithm
for Mobile ad-hoc DTN networks. Their Ferry-Gateway based approach uses the
look ahead information about the future encounters of gateways with ferries in
order to anticipate the routing of a bundle to the best choice ferry enhancing the
QoS of the network. This technique depends on the ability of the gateway nodes
to foresee the arrival of a ferry and choose the best among them. The application
of scheduling techniques to the outgoing message queue could similarly enhance
IPN’s performance and that is what we study in this chapter.
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3.2.2 Multi-Attribute Decision Making (MADM) Optimization
The pursuit of an ideal solution given several criteria has been the incentive to de-
sign new techniques that allow decision makers to select the best options. Multi-
Attribute Decision Making (MADM) [40] was introduced to enable informed
decision-making, which is based on the set of available options (alternatives) and
their attributes that affect their performance if chosen. MADM has been studied
for several decades resulting in a multitude of techniques that differ in the type of
data they are optimized for, and the optimization issue that is to be solved. Some
of the most widely used and studied MADM methods that we consider using for
this work are: Vise Kriterijumska Optimiyacija I Kompromisno Resenje (Multicri-
teria Optimization and Compromise Solution – VIKOR) [41], Preference Ranking
Organization Method for Enriched Evaluation (PROMETHEE) [42], Technique of
Order Preference Similarity to the Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) [40, 43], and the sim-
plest and most intuitive, Simple Additive Weighting (SAW) [40].
Sabaei et al. summarized the types of MADM methods in [44] and provided
a guide on how to choose the best type for a problem. In fact there are methods
which are designed for problems where criteria and attributes are not available
and those in which they are. The latter is further classified by differentiating be-
tween methods that perform a ranking of the alternatives and those that provide
pair-wise comparisons. More importantly, there are methods that require more
interaction with the user than others [45]. MADM has been applied to Interplan-
etary Networks in [46], where Bisio et al. studied the effect of MADM techniques
in mitigating congestion when used to select the next hop. In their study, they
showed that TOPSIS outperformed the other methods used in the experiments.
MADM, however, was not used for message scheduling and routing in the net-
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work.
3.3 Formal Definition of the Scheduling and Routing Problem in
Space Networks
In this section, we provide the mathematical formulation of scheduled DTN con-
tacts and of the MARS algorithm. To model the scheduling and routing problem,
we start by creating the model using a single attribute for scheduling, then we
augment the problem to use multiple attribute for the scheduling of bundles. We
first present the general network notations in Section 3.3.1 and then we introduce
the details of the single-attribute model corresponding the N-LARS in Section
3.3.2 followed by the multi-attribute scheduling model in Section 3.3.3, which is
then implemented using the MARS heuristic.
3.3.1 General Notation
The network will be represented as a temporal graph that we denote by Gt. The
temporal graph is characterized by a set of temporal edges, Et, where an edge
between nodes u and v has multiple occurrences with different start times and
duration. Hence we write Gt = (V , Et). The contacts (i.e. resources) are inter-
mittent in this environment. Network edges are hence discontinuous and occur
at different times with, usually, a different duration in each occurrence. For every
pair of adjacent nodes u and v, we write Et,(u,v) = {et1 , et2 , ...|eti ∈ Et} to denote
the set of all temporal edges between u and v, ∀u, v ∈ V , s.t. u 6= v. Furthermore,
we define an edge follows: eti = (ts, ∆t, rup, rdown)
The variable ts is the start time of the edge, ∆t is its duration, and rup and rdown
are its uplink data-rate and downlink data-rate respectively. Some of the nodes,
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however, could be constantly connected; therefore, there is only one continuous
edge e(a,b) between them such that e(a,b) ∈ Et. In such a case, a continuous edge
e(a,b) can be considered as a special case of e(a,b),t where ts = t∅ (t∅ is the reference
time), ∆t = ∞, and rup = rdown in case it is symmetric.
3.3.2 Single-Attribute Scheduling and Routing Model
Table 3.1: Formulation parameters
Parameter Description
Q̂ Set of requests (i.e. bundles)
q Request q, referred to as bundlein the context of BP
qs Size of request/bundle q
qt Preferred start time of request q
qTTL Time to live of request/bundle q
qp Priority of request/bundle q
qsrc Source node of request/bundleq
qdst
Destination node of re-
quest/bundle q
A Set of the requests’ attributes ofsize m (i.e. ttl, size, ...)
wa Weight of attribute a s.t. a ∈ A
Et Set of all temporal edges
Et,(u,v)
Set of all temporal edges be-
tween nodes u and v
et Start time of edge e
etr,q
Arrival time of request q to tem-
poral edge e
e∆t Duration of temporal edge e
er Datarate of temporal edge e
esrc Source node of temporal edge e
edst
Destination node of temporal
edge e
εe
Accounts for the time spent in
the queue (at esrc) and other de-
lay variants on edge e
ε∗e
The part of εe that is indepen-
dent of the bundle such as the
one way light time (OWLT)
n Number of requests consideredfor MARS
In this routing-scheduling problem there are two main goals that need to be
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achieved. First, finding a complete feasible temporal path for a set of bundles
that is globally optimal; i.e. maximizing the utilization of the overall network
by delivering a higher number of bundles as apposed to greedily delivering in-
dividual messages using their earliest arrival path; and the second transmitting
higher priority messages before lower priority ones. When solving this problem
for a single demand with no knowledge of the state of the network, the solution
is straightforward. However, when we consider a window of n messages to be
scheduled for transmission, the problem can be formulated as follows.
Table 3.2: Formulation variables
Variable Description
xq,e
Equals 1 when edge e is in the
path for request q
bq
Equals 1 if the request q is
scheduled for transmission
bq 1− bq
We first define the set of all requests (i.e. bundles) Q̂ and denote each element
as q. Every request q has a preferred start time qt and a Time To Live (TTL)
qTTL, which defines the time when it will be dropped if it does not reach its final
destination. It also has a total size qs and a priority qp. The set Q̂ can be divided
into two subsets Q and Q. The former is the set of all requests that could not be
satisfied and the latter is those with a feasible path to the final destination. The
condition Q∩Q = ∅ must hold under this definition.
The following is our formulation of the N-LARS algorithm. The parameters




















+ ε∗e)× xq,e ≤ et + e∆t, ∀e ∈ Et (3.1)
Constraint (3.1) ensure that the duration of all the requests routed through edge
e does not exceed the temporal availability (et + e∆t) of the edge e.
xq,e × et ≤ qTTL + qt, ∀e ∈ Et, ∀q ∈ Q̂ (3.2)
Constraint (3.2) ensures that an edge e is used for request q only if it starts before
the request expires at time t = qTTL + qt.
xq,e × qt ≤ et + e∆t, ∀e ∈ Et, ∀q ∈ Q̂ (3.3)








xq,e = 0, ∀x ∈ V (3.4)
Constraint (3.4) maintains the flow conservation at the source node ensuring that
the number of satisfied requests (∑q∈Q̂ bq) is equal to the number of temporal out-







xq,e = 0, ∀x ∈ V (3.5)





xq,e = 0, ∀q ∈ Q̂,
∀u, v, z ∈ V , u 6= v 6= z
(3.6)
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Constraint (3.6) ensures flow conservation at all intermediate nodes. For every
request traversing this node, the number of incoming edges used for the request
must equal the number of outgoing edges used for that same request. Note: the
two sums ∑e∈Et,(v,u) xq,e and ∑e∈Et,(u,z) xq,e are at most 1 (see Constraint (3.7)).
∑
e∈Et,(u,v)
xq,e ≤ 1, ∀q ∈ Q̂ ∀u, v ∈ V , u 6= v (3.7)
Constraint (3.7) is used to make sure that among all the temporal edges between
u and v (s.t. u, v ∈ V , u 6= v) at most one is chosen for each request q.
bq ≥ xq,e, ∀q ∈ Q̂, ∀e ∈ Et (3.8)








2 , ∀q ∈ Q̂,
∀e1 ∈ Et,(v,u), ∀e2 ∈ Et,(u,z),
∀u, v, z ∈ V , u 6= v 6= z
(3.9)
Constraint (3.9) is used to enforce the temporal precedence of edges in the same
route. If edge e1 is chosen for request q; then, all subsequent edges e2 satisfying
edst1 = e
src
2 must overlap with e1.
xq,e ∈ {0, 1}, ∀q ∈ Q̂, ∀e ∈ Et (3.10)
bq ∈ {0, 1}, ∀q ∈ Q̂ (3.11)
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Constraints (3.10) and (3.11) make xi and bq binary variables, respectively.
∑
q∈Q̂
bq <= n (3.12)
Constraint (3.12) ensures that at most n requests are satisfied (i.e. no request is
sent twice).
n ∈ Z+ (3.13)
In constraint (3.13), n is a finite number, and this ensures that n is a positive
integer that is greater than or equal to one.
Our objective function aims at minimizing the overall delay of the n transmit-
ted bundles. It is composed of two main parts. The first part ensures that the
paths chosen for each one of the requests that can be satisfied are earliest arrival
paths. This summation of the time it takes a bundle to traverse an edge e if chosen
(i.e. xq,e = 1) does not ensure each particular path ensure the earliest arrival time
of a bundle, but that all paths constitute an optimal schedule that schedules and
delivers the highest number of bundles. That is to say, some paths could be kth
shortest path in order for more bundles to be routed, while making sure the over-
all delay is minimal. The second part of the summation ensures the requests with
higher priorities are routed before the lower priority ones. C is large constant
in time units and is raised to a power equal to the priority of the request. The
resulting number is multiplied by the complement of bq. The latter ensures that
we add the penalty for the unsatisfied requests only, and the former is to make
the objective function yield a value much higher when the lower priority bundles
are preferred over higher priority ones. Hence, this second part adds a penalty to
the delay reflecting the priority of the declined request. Note that the higher the
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value of qp, the higher its priority.
3.3.3 Multi-Attribute Scheduling and Routing Model
Table 3.3: Extra Formulation parameters
Parameter Description
A Set of the requests’ attributes ofsize m (i.e. ttl, size, ...)
wa Weight of attribute a s.t. a ∈ A
As we introduce the multi-attribute decision making approach to the model,
the problem formulation has to slightly change in order to reflect for the new
changes. Hence, the objective function is defined as follows. The parameters used





















wa = 1 (3.14)
Constraint (3.14) ensures that the sum of all attributes’ weights is equal to one.
Our objective function still aims at minimizing the overall delay of the trans-
mitted messages. It is also composed of two main parts. The first part is similar
to the one used in the Equation (3.1). The second part of the summation incorpo-
rates the MADM aspect into the formulation. it ensures the requests with higher
value of their attribute are routed before the ones with a lower overall value. C is
a large constant in time units and is raised to a power equal to the value of each
attribute of the a request and then multiplied by the weight of the attribute. The
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resulting number is multiplied by the complement of bq. The latter ensures that
we add the penalty for the unsatisfied requests only, and the former is to make
the objective function yield a value much higher when the lower value messages
are preferred over higher value ones. Hence, this second part adds a penalty to
the delay reflecting the attributes and weights of the declined request.
3.4 N-Look Ahead Routing and Scheduling Algorithm (N-LARS)
3.4.1 N-LARS Heuristic
The model described in Sec. 3.3 provides a detailed and precise representation
of the scheduled DTN deep space networks; however, this model is not scalable
and cannot be run on a machine with limited resources. Based on the aforemen-
tioned definitions, we derive a decentralized algorithm that optimizes the number
of bundles transmitted by compromising the local optima. That is to say, it does
not transmit each bundle over its earliest arrival path (local optimum), but sends
more bundles by scheduling n bundles at a time.The implementation of N-LARS
heuristic has three main building blocks: (1) routing heuristic, (2) message trans-
mission module and (3) reroute method.
Algorithm 1 starts by initializing the list toBeRouted with the first n elements
in the list of all messages. It sorts them based on the heuristic criterion β, in lines
2–4. β could be the size of the bundles, their TTL, their priority and or a mixture
of some or all of these. In lines 5–15, for each message in the sorted list, the
algorithm checks whether the message already has a source route. If it does (line
6), the bundle is added the outgoing messages list; otherwise, the algorithm tries
to find the shortest path (line 9) to the final destination using f indRoute method,
which we adopt from out work in [6] and describe int he next paragraph. In
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Algorithm 1 N-Look Ahead Routing and Scheduling Algorithm
1: Input: Temporal graph Gt = (V , Et) in its edge stream representation, win-
dow size n, list of outgoing messages msgList = m1, m2, ..., ml, the heuristic
criteria β
2: toBeRouted← {m1, ..., mn}, mi ∈ msgList;
3: sort(toBeRouted, β);
4: outgoingMsgs← {};
5: for all msg ∈ toBeRouted do
6: if msg.sourceRoute 6= NULL then
7: outgoingMsgs← outgoingMsgs ∪ {msg};
8: else
9: rmsg = f indRoute(msg, Gt);
10: if rmsg 6= NULL then
11: msg.sourceRoute← rmsg;
12: outgoingMsgs← outgoingMsgs ∪ {msg};
13: UpdateGt egde utilization;
14: else
15: msgList← msgListr {msg};
16: for all msg ∈ outgoingMsgs do
17: if TryMsgToNextHop(msg) == f ailure then




22: msgList← msgListr {msg};
lines 10–13, the path computed is then stored in the source route of the message,
msg.sourceRoute. The capacity of each temporal edge on this path is then updated
to reflect the fact that it will be transmitting this bundle. This step allows us to
have a local rough estimation of the network utilization. If no path is found for
this bundle across all the temporal edges of the network, it is dropped in line 15.
The algorithm f indRoute is an adaptation of the Dijkstra search to the MTG
model introduced in [6]. The path construction follows the same major steps
of Dijkstra algorithm: it retrieves the set of outgoing edges of the current node,
picks the next best (the edges with the earliest arrival time, chose this edge and
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starts over from the next node. However, it differs in the relaxation function.
In a temporal graph, the edge can only be used if it overlaps with the lifetime
of the messages to be routed (the edge does not end before the creation of the
message and does not start after the expiration of the message’s TTL) and if its
data rate is enough to transmit the message from one end to the other within the
edge’s duration and the message’s lifespan. Hence, in our routing algorithm, we
eliminate the outgoing edges that do not meet these criteria in order to reduce the
time complexity of the algorithm and ensure its correctness.
The second and third stages of the algorithm are interdependent and are per-
formed in lines 16–22. In the second stage, the algorithm attempts to send a
message to the next hop when the right temporal edge is up. Upon success,
the message is removed from the message list (line 22). If the transmission fails,
through lines 17–20, the bundle goes to the third stage, where its source route is
set to NULL, and it is put back in the list of all message msgList to be rerouted.
In this step, we ensure that the bundles with a source route computed in other
nodes will be corrected by the current custodian of the bundle. With this option,
the algorithm adopts a hybrid of source and per-hop routing. It mitigates the
drawbacks of lacking global network utilization knowledge.
3.4.2 Validation and Numerical Results
We implemented the single-attribute model in IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization
Studio [47] to generate the routing schedule for a set of requests and randomly
generated networks. We run it on a 2 CPU/16 core machine with 32GB of RAM.
Using this implementation, we obtained the oracle sub-optimal scheduling of
bundles in the small network described in the following section. The CPLEX
solver scheduled up to 87 bundles representing a 33% sub-optimal solution lim-
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ited by memory. This value is compared to the results obtained from the sim-
ulations. We also implemented N-LARS routing heuristic in the Opportunistic
Network Environment (ONE) simulator. The experimental setup and numerical
results are presented in this sections.
3.4.2.1 Experimental Setup and Network Configuration
Figure 3.2: Illustration of a Mars-Earth small network
used in the experiment.
In order to test and ana-
lyze our N-LARS heuristic
for scheduling and rout-
ing, we use randomly
generated networks (N)
based on ESA’s project
METERON [9], depicted
in Fig. 3.2. The random
networks are composed of 3 main segments: 1) Mars-based network connecting
all the rovers, sensors and robots 2) Mars-Earth communication segment com-
posed of layers of relay satellites and 3) Earth-based network. Each random net-
work N will be composed of Nr layers of relay satellites (e.g. the networks in Fig.
3.2 has Nr = 2). In each network, a random number of nodes is generated for
each layer (Nr) and for each of the network segments 1) and 3). Finally, the edges
have varying data rates that are derived from realistic values.
The temporal edges duration are also derived form a realistic Mars-Earth con-
tact plans generated using Webgeocalc Tool [48]. For each network setup, we
generate a list of bundles and route them throughout the equivalent of 2 days.
We vary the value of n and record the number of bundles delivered for each con-
figuration. The buffer size also affects the routing performance depending on the
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value chosen for n; hence, we run the same experiment with different buffer size
configurations. We use two categories of bundles: large bundles with sizes be-
tween 50 KB and 80 KB, and small bundles with sizes between 1 KB and 8 KB.
The bundles are linearly distributed over the 2-day period. Furthermore, each
bundle is assigned a priority at the time of creation. We assign 5 priority with a
highest priority equal to 1.
3.4.2.2 Numerical Results
After running the experiment described above, we obtained the results that we
analyze in this section. The generated networks have between 8 nodes with 344
temporal edges depicted in Figure 3.2 and 56 nodes with 11240 temporal edges.
We ran 200 simulations in which we generate an average of 300 bundles to be
transmitted from different Mars nodes to Earth nodes. We start by setting n to one
which results in the same performance as CGR and show the results of changing
the window size n in graphs in Figure 3.3. In our experiments, we did not study
the effect of the TTL and limited our analysis to the priority and the size of the
messages due to space limitations. Figure 3.3b shows the average number of
bundles delivered across all simulations using different routing techniques. The
graph shows that both N-LARS heuristics outperform CGR with larger values of
n; they route up to 4 times more bundles. Hence, N-LARS schedules up to 16.09%
of the sub-optimal results obtained using CPLEX solver, while CGR only routes
2.3% of it. The graph in Fig. 3.3a shows the same results for the large network
experiments. The number of bundles delivered doubles since there are more
temporal edges to construct routes. These results, show that for large networks,
the optimal values for n is between 10-13 and that for smaller networks, the steady
state is reached for values between 8-11.
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(a) The average number of bun-
dles delivered using different rout-
ing techniques (56-node network).
(b) The average number of bun-
dles delivered using different rout-
ing techniques (8-node network).
(c) The average number of bundles
started but not delivered.
(d) Delivery probability with differ-
ent window sizes and routing tech-
niques (LNS: Large Network using
Size, LNP: Large Network using
Priority).
(e) The average number of bundles deliv-
ered under different buffer sizes and val-
ues of n.
(f) Effect of buffers sizes on
the average number of bun-
dles delivered.
Figure 3.3: N-LARS heuristic vs. CGR experimental results.
Figure 3.3c shows the number of messages attempted. Because of the lack of
global knowledge of the network, most of the messages started are not delivered
to the final destination. The rerouting of the bundles at intermediate nodes yields
no new routes since it has a better knowledge of the network; Therefore, the
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number of started messages is higher than the number of delivered messages.
Fig. 3.3d shows the delivery probability that increases as we increase the window
size. For the same ranges of n, the probability of delivery also reaches the steady
state and, as expected, it is higher in larger networks. Moreover, the delivery
probability is slightly better for smaller values of n with β =“Size”. After reaching
the steady state, the heuristic with β =“Priority” performs better. This is due to
the fact that there are only five possible priorities compared to the ten different
sizes assigned to the bundles. We also note that there is a large fluctuation in these
results as the error bars show in both Fig. 3.3b and Fig. 3.3a. This means that
there was a larger fluctuation in the performance of N-LARS based on priority
across the simulation, on the opposite of N-LARS based on size.
We also studied the effect of buffer sizes on the performance of our N-LARS
heuristic. We show results from the 8-node network in the following. Fig. 3.3f
shows that as the size of the buffer becomes larger than an optimal value, it starts
having the reverse effect on the messages delivery. The optimal size of the buffer
changes according to the value of n; therefore, the choice of n also depends on
the buffer size. That is due to the fact that the messages that could have been
routed, are pushed back to the end of the queue. They hence, have less chances
to be reached by the router. Nonetheless, in general, the buffer size 50 KB yields
the best performance in terms of the number of delivered bundles. The graph in
Fig. 3.3e shows across all buffer sizes, the steady state occurs at the same range
of window size values; i.e. between 8-11 for the small network.
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3.5 The Multi-Attribute Routing and Scheduling Algorithm
The MILP formulation presented in the previous section is not practical for real-
time scheduling and routing of messages because it does not converge in a rea-
sonable amount of time for nodes that do not have large computation power.
Therefore, we introduce the following MARS algorithm that is built on the con-
straints and objective of this definition, but that can be run efficiently. The pro-
posed scheduling and routing algorithm, described in detail in this section, is a
multi-attribute decision making based algorithm, which takes into consideration
multiple attributes in the choice of the next n messages to schedule.
3.5.1 MADM for IPN Routing
A Multi-Attribute Decision Making process consists of three major steps: 1) de-
ciding which attributes have a higher impact on the objective function, 2) deter-
mining the weights of these attributes considering the application, network, and
so on, and 3) choosing the MADM method that is most suitable for the problem
to be solved. In the following, we introduce the attributes that we consider for the
MARS algorithm and provide the details of the weight computation along with
the MADM method that we use.
3.5.1.1 Choice of Attributes and Computation of Their Weights
After evaluating the two heuristics: N-LARS with message size and N-LARS with
message priority, which sort the n messages based on their size or priority, re-
spectively, we conclude that they prioritize the bundles with small sizes or high
priorities. Accordingly, we improved the model to base the decision on multi-
ple attributes of a message by taking into consideration the main attributes of
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a message: Time To Live (TTL), size and priority. To further maintain fairness,
the scheduling algorithm must also first transmit the messages that have been
in the buffer longer. Hence, we choose four attributes of the messages for the
scheduling: 1) size, 2) priority, 3) TTL and 4) Time in the Buffer (TiB).
The computation of the weights should reflect the importance of these at-
tributes as defined by different applications and communications. For instance, if
the TTL is more important than the other attributes, then it is assigned a higher
weight. In this work, we define two ways to assign the weights. The first option
is Direct Weight Assignment (DWA) which consists of assigning an array of four
elements that add up to 1 and which constitute the weights. The other way is by
using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [49] to compute the weights of the
four attributes based on a 4× 4 matrix of scores using the Eigenvalue method.
AHP allows us to set a matrix of pairwise scores comparing the importance of
each attribute to all the others, then by computing the Eigenvector based on this
matrix, we find the aggregate weights of individual attributes. This resulting list
of weights is then used by the MADM method described next.
3.5.1.2 PROMETHEE II Applied to Space Networks
In order to rank the messages in the sliding window of size n, we considered
four of the most commonly used and studied MADM methods: SAW, VIKOR,
TOPSIS and PROMETHEE. Simple Additive Weight (SAW) method is the simplest
one as it scores every alternative by summing up the multiplication of each of
its attributes by their respective weights. The best alternative is hence the one
with the highest score. The main drawback of SAW is that the final score is
significantly affected by the weights of the attributes, which reduces the accuracy
of this method. VIKOR ranks the alternative by computing their closeness to the
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ideal solution. The closer the alternative, the better it is. Similarly, in TOPSIS,
the Euclidean distance between the alternative and the ideal solution (called the
positive ideal solution) is computed, but also the Euclidean distance to the worst
solution (a.k.a. the negative ideal solution). The best alternatives are therefore
those closest to the positive ideal solution and the farthest from the negative ideal
solution.
As we experimented with TOPSIS and VIKOR in our deep space network se-
tups, these two methods had a shortcoming related to the nature of the ranking
criteria. The messages to be ranked, sometimes, have attributes that are very
close to each other in value; therefore, the distance between the alternatives is
not very significant. This resulted in the two ranking methods returning values
in their original order. This problem is mainly due to the fact that VIKOR and
TOPSIS were initially designed for highly complex systems [50]. We finally chose
PROMETHEE since it solves all the drawbacks of the other methods, and it is
known to be simple and stable [42, 44]. PROMETHEE has six different ranking
formats: (I) partial ranking, (II) complete ranking, (III) ranking based on intervals,
(IV) continuous case, (V) net flows and integer linear programming, and (VI) rep-
resentation of human brain. In this work we are interested in the PROMETHEE
I and II and more specifically in II. While PROMETHEE I only returns the best
options of all the alternatives, PROMETHEE II provides a sorted list of alterna-
tives based on the criteria and their weights. Relevant details of the algorithm are
included in Section 3.5.2; however, the reader can find the full formal definition
in [51, 52].
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3.5.2 MARS: the Multi-Attribute Routing and Scheduling Algorithm
The algorithm derived from the routing and scheduling model introduced in Sec-
tion 3.3 is similar to N-LARS in the computation of the path using Algorithm 1;
however, it is different in the choice of the messages to route next. Hence, we
describe details of the MADM part of the algorithm and leave the details of the
routing for the reader to check in [5].
PORMETHEE II compares every alternative to all the other alternatives based
on their attributes and their respective weights and stores the sum. This compari-
son specifies the preference of reference alternative msgr over the other alternative
msgo represented by function f in Equation 3.15 (defined in [51]).
π(msgr, msgo) = ∑
c∈C
wc fc(msgr, msgo), (3.15)
where C is the set of all the criteria, wc is the weight of criterion c. In MARS,
we compute the preference sum for an alternative over all the others in Step 1
of Algorithm 2 (lines 7–19), and this preference function is adopted from the
work in [50]. In the definition of PROMETHEE, there are two parameters to
be set beforehand to finalize the sorting process: (1) the indifference threshold,
referred to as ti, specifies the threshold at which there is an indifference between
the two alternatives; (2) in contrast, the preference threshold, denoted by tsp, is
used to set a strict preference between two alternative. When the alternative msgr
is better than msgo, these thresholds are used to check whether msgo is strictly
preferred to msgr (i.e. msgr(c)−msgo(c) <= tsp) or msgr is preferred to msgo (i.e.
msgr(c)−msgo(c) >= ti).
After computing the pairwise preference values of all the alternative/messages,
we compute the leaving, incoming and global flows of all the messages as de-
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Algorithm 2 MARS Algorithm
1: Input:
2: Temporal graph Gt = (V , Et) in its edge stream representation
3: Window size n
4: List of all messages msgList = {m1, m2, ..., ml}
5: List of criteria C = {c1, c2, ..., cp}
6: Weights of the criteria W = {w1, w2, ..., wp}
Step 1 – compute preference matrix:
7: toBeRouted ← {m1, ..., mn}, mi ∈ msgList . toBeRouted are the alterna-
tives
8: for all c ∈ C do . compute fc
9: for all msgr ∈ toBeRouted do
10: for all msgo ∈ toBeRouted and msgo 6= msgr do
11: if msgr(c) <= msgo(c) then
12: fc(msgr, msgo)← 0 . msgo is preferred
13: else if msgr(c)−msgo(c) <= tsp then
14: fc(msgr, msgo)← 0
15: else if msgr(c)−msgo(c) >= ti then
16: fc(msgr, msgo)← 1 . msgr is preferred
17: else
18: pVal = ((msgr(c)−msgo(c))− tsp)/(ti − tsp)
. Compute a preference value, 0 < pVal < 1
19: fc(msgr, msgo)← pVal
Step 2 – compute in/out and global flows:
20: for all msg ∈ toBeRouted do
21: inmsg ← ∑∀m∈toBeRouted,m 6=msg π(msg, m) . π is defined in Eq. 3.15
22: outmsg ← ∑∀m∈toBeRouted,m 6=msg π(m, msg) . π is defined in Eq. 3.15
23: globalmsg ← inmsg − outmsg




scribed in the second step of the Algorithm 2 (lines 20–23). These flows are used
by PROMETHEE to determine the outranking relation between different alterna-
tive. In the final step, we sort the alternatives based on their descending ordering
of global flows and use that ranking for the routing method descried in the next
section.
3.5.2.1 Route-Transmit Algorithm
Algorithm 3 Route-Transmit Algorithm
1: Input:
2: Temporal graph Gt = (V , Et) in its edge stream representation.
3: List of n sorted messages sortedMsgs;
4: toBeRouted← sortedMsgs;
5: outgoingMsgs← {};
6: Algorithm 1 lines 5–22
Algorithm 3 is as described in Section 3.4.1. The only difference is that the set
of Message toBeRouted is the sorted list returned by Algorithm 2.
3.5.3 MARS Algorithm Proof and Complexity
3.5.3.1 MARS Algorithm Proof
We use three main criteria in this proof: the completeness (all possible cases are
considered), correctness (any arbitrary case is processed properly) and termina-
tion (the algorithm terminates).
Completeness This algorithm designed such that the set of MADM criteria is
set at network setup; therefore, it is assumed that the criteria are shared between
all the messages that each node will receive. For example, in this work, we use
size, priority, TTL and TiB, which are all guaranteed to be found in all messages.
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Under this assumption, it is trivial that the algorithm is complete. That is, the
only variable type processed by both Algorithms 2 and 1 is the type Message;
consequently, under the assumptions that all these messages have the specified
criteria, any message will be processed properly by the algorithms.
Correctness In order to prove the correctness of this algorithm we start by defin-
ing the correctness criteria. This algorithm is correct iff:
1. The preference value computed in Step 1 of Algorithm 2 properly reflects
the preference between two options/messages; i.e. for every two messages
the function always returns the same preference value when using the same
criteria.
2. The message preference returned by the PROMETHEE II is preserved through-
out the execution of the algorithm.
3. The algorithm routes the chosen messages in the order of preference and in
their earliest arrival paths.
We further note that the correctness of the used MADM method (performed
in Steps 1 and 2 lines 7-23 of Algorithm 2) is inherent from the correctness of
PROMETHEE II; however, we include a short proof for our implementation of
Step 1 in the following.
In order to prove the first criteria, we use the illustration in Figure 3.4. There
are four branches in Step 1 of Algorithm 2. The first case is when the value of
msgc is less or equal to the value of the other message msgo, then the latter is
preferred to the former. This case is straightforward and is not included in the
illustration. The following three cases are used when the value of msgc for a
certain criteria is greater than that of the other message msgo. The two thresholds
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defined in Section 3.5.2 along with the diff are used to decide about the preference
value, where diff=msgc(c)−msgo(c). The interval number 1 illustrated in Fig. 3.4
shows the first branch where the difference is not enough to decide that msgc
is referred to msgo; therefor, msgo is given preference. The interval number 3
shows the opposite where msgc is preferred. Finally, interval number 2 assign
the fraction a/b (both shown in Figure 3.4) to the preference value. Figure 3.4
shows, the preference value of the two messages is dependent on (1) their criteria
values and (2) thresholds ti and tsp. Since ti and tsp are set at the start of the
network and are not changed in our algorithm at any time, we conclude that,
for every two messages and criterion, the preference value is preserved across










Figure 3.4: Preference value intervals.
The proof that the message or-
dering returned by PROMETHEE
II is not changed throughout the
algorithm can be found in the flow
of the latter. In line 24, we obtain
the sorted list of messages according to PROMETHEE’s preference functions;
therefore, we check the flow in Algorithm 1. The for-loop in line 5 transfers
the messages one by one to a new list outgoingMsgs while following the order
of the original list sortedMsgs. However, if a message cannot be router, it is
not added to the list of outgoing messages and is also removed from the list of
all messages, hence it does not affect the preference among all other messages
that are to be routed. Finally, the messages are routed in their order of prefer-
ence in the for-loop (line 16). In this loop, if two messages are to be transmitted
over the same temporal edge, then they are sent according to their ordering in
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outgoingMsgs, hence giving the resources to the first message in the list. As there
are no instances in the algorithm where the order is changed, we conclude that
the message preference returned by the PROMETHEE II is preserved throughout
the execution.
Last but not least, Algorithm 1 uses the function f indRoute described in Sec
3.5.2.1. This function is a modified Dijkstra algorithm that uses a temporal graph
model. Since the Dijkstra logic is preserved in the route construction, the correct-
ness of this section follows from the correctness of Dijkstra algorithm. Therefore
we conclude that the algorithm routes the chosen messages in their earliest arrival
paths.
Termination At any given time period ∆t, there is a finite number of messages
in the buffer. There are three obvious reasons for this: (1) the buffer has a fixed
and limited space, (2) the messages get dropped when their TTL expires and (3)
the message creation rate in the whole network follows a certain functions which
cannot be infinite since there is a finite number of nodes with limited hardware
capabilities. As defined in Section 3.4, we note that the number of criteria used
for sorting is finite: i.e. |C| = p, p > 0 as well as the window size, which is an
integer greater than zero.
The two algorithms contain multiple for-loops to consider for termination.
Algorithm 2 line 8 : loops over all the criteria, which terminates since there is a
finite number of the latter.
Algorithm 2 lines 9, 10 and 20 : are bounded by the number of messages in the
toBeRouted set, and hence they are bound by the window size n. Since n is
a finite number, the for-loops terminate.
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Algorithm 1 line 15 : iterates over all the elements in the list sortedMsgs which
is of size n or less. Therefore, this for-loop’s always terminates.
Algorithm 1 line 22 : loops over outgoingMsgs that is composed of the messages
from sortedMsgs with a route. Hence, |outgoingMsgs| <= n. This entails
that this loop always terminates.
Since all the for-loops terminate, we conclude that both Algorithm 2 and Algo-
rithm 1 terminate.
3.5.3.2 Complexity Analysis
Algorithm 2 can be split into two parts: (1) PROMETHEE II implementation until
line 24 and (2) algorithm route− Transmit.
The first part heavily depends on n and it runs in:
C× n× n× constant + 3n + log(n)→ Cn2 + n + log(n) (3.16)
Where C is the number of criteria, n is the window size and log(n) is used for the
sorting algorithm and depends on the sorting method chosen.
The second part runs Dijkstra algorithm in the input temporal graph Gt =
(V , Et); therefore, its worst case time complexity is:
n× (|Et|+ |V| × log(|V|)) + constant× n
→ n× (|Et|+ |V| × log(|V|)) + n
(3.17)
From Equations 3.16 and 3.17, the worst case time complexity of MARS is:
Cn2 + n + log(n) + n× (|Et|+ |V| × log(|V|))
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because n and C are significantly smaller than the size of the graph, we could
reduce the complexity to that of the function f indRoute.
3.6 MARS Experimental Setup and Results
We used the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator version 1.6.0
[53] to evaluate the proposed routing and scheduling algorithm. We compare the
performance of our proposed algorithm, MARS, to CGR and N-LARS with pri-
ority using two experimental setups, small-scale Earth-Moon-Mars network and
large networks. One of the assessment metrics used is the Overall Performance
Metric (OPM) which gives a global view of the performance of the network as
it is based on the delivery ratio, the delay and the overhead and is computed as
follows:
OPM = DeliveryRatio× (1/AverageDelay)× Goodput
where:
the delivery ratio=Delivered/Created,
bundle overhead ratio = (Relayed-Delivered)/ Delivered, and
message goodput=Delivered/Relayed [54].
The higher the value of OPM, the better the performance is. We present details of
the implementation along with numerical results in this section.
3.6.1 CGR Implementation and Parameters
CGR was first implemented in the Interplanetary Overlay Networks (ION) [55],
and then was introduced to the ONE simulator by Berlati et al. in [56] using ION
version 3.6.0. The implementation provides two variations of CGR: 1) the contact
Graph Routing in its original implementation designed for scheduled networks
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only and 2) the Opportunistic CGR, which was enhanced to be used in networks
that are not completely scheduled. We downloaded the “cgr-jni-Merge” package
introduced in [56] and followed their steps to patch the ONE simulator (version
1.6.0) and merge in the new features provided by cgr-jni-Merge. In this work, we
use deep space scheduled networks; therefore, we used the following CGR param-
eters. We used CGR as optimized for scheduled networks and implemented in the
class ContactGraphRouter.java. We also used the new connections class provided
by the cgr-jni-Merge package in order to set the speed of individual connections
according to the contact plan. Finally, the implementation that we used, does not
consider the priority while routing messages for the sake of performance com-
parison. We note that as of the time of submission, the latest available version
of ION is 3.6.2, which was published in December 2018. Starting from version
3.6.1, CGR has been enhanced to align with the description of SABR that includes
































































(b) Large networks setup examples.
Figure 3.5: Experimental network topologies.
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3.6.2 Moon-Mars Small Network
3.6.2.1 Experimental Setup
In this experimental setup, we design and implement a network composed of
objects from ongoing and future missions. As shown in Figure 3.5a, we use two
nodes on Mars, Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) and Mars Helicopter Scout (MHS
from NASA JPL’s MARS 2020 mission [22]); one Mars orbiter, Mars Reconnais-
sance Orbiter (MRO); one lunar orbiter, Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO);
lunar rover Yutu-2 from Chang’e-4 mission on the far side of the Moon; and three
Deep Space Stations (DSS) connected to the Mission Operation Center (MOC).
The three DSS stations are located in the U.S.A., Spain and Australia to ensure
constant coverage of the Earth. The choice of these objects is to demonstrate
and simulate a diversity of objects and to use realistic networking specifications.
While such a network is technically possible, it is currently not implemented.
We generated the contact plan for 24 hours using the Systems Tool Kit [57]
and its AGI Standard Object Database. For convenience in experiment execution,
we run the experiment by scaling down with a factor of 60 minutes and there-
fore run the simulation for 1440s. The data rates and traffic load used for this
network are an adaptation from the work in [58]. The MOC sends telecommand
bundles to all the satellites and rovers, which in return send acknowledgments
and Telemetry data. Furthermore, all rovers and satellites send either one or two
streams of science data to the MOC. The sizes of bundles are similar to the ones
used in the same work, but we add a stream of science data composed of 1 MB
bundles from MSL to the MOC. The frequency at which all these bundles are gen-
erated varies between 1 and 3 bunldes/minute per stream (the equivalent of 1-3





















































Figure 3.6: Earth-Moon-Mars network per-
formance.
3.6.2.2 Numerical Results
A total of 6196 bundles was gener-
ated, and as the results in Figure
3.6 depict, our proposed MARS al-
gorithm increased the bundle de-
livery by 5.7% compared to CGR.
It has also significantly improved the overhead and the average end-to-end delay.
Finally, the OPM shows that, overall, MARS algorithm enhance the overall per-
formance in this network setup. Nevertheless, the MADM aspect of the routing
algorithm does not show any improvement by changing the window size, because
there is not enough diversity in the traffic. In fact, the benefits of MADM will be
greater and more noticeable in networks with higher traffic loads and diversity in
bundle types, as we show in Section 3.6.3 presented next.
Table 3.4: Uplink and downlink data rates in Kbps











Satllite Satellite 128 Mars orbitingsatellites [59]
MOC DSNstations 1000 Assumed
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3.6.3 Large-Scale Networks
3.6.3.1 ONE Network Setup
Table 3.5: Examples of network scenarios from real missions (The number of
objects are not scaled because the missions are still limited in the deep space).
Network
layout Example
1-Layer Mars rover (e.g. MSL) → (1) MarsOrbiting Satellite→ Earth
2-layer
Mars rover (e.g. MSL) → (1) Mars
Orbiting Satellite → (2) L2 La-
grange point halo orbiting satellite
(such as Queqiao)→ Earth
3-layer
Mars rover (e.g. Mars 2020 rover)
→ (1) Mars helicopter (e.g. Mars
Helicopter Scout (MHS)) → (2)
Mars Orbiting Satellite → (3) L2
Lagrange point halo orbiting satel-
lite (such as Queqiao)→ Earth
4-layer
Mars rover → (1) Mars Orbiting
Satellite → (2) Moon rover (e.g.
Yutu 2) → (3) Moon orbiting satel-
lite→ (4) GEO satellite→ Earth
In order to evaluate the performance of MARS at different scales, we generate
four networks two of which are depicted in Figure 3.5b. These network set-ups
are not typically used currently but are not impossible to implement as the num-
ber of spacecrafts increases. Examples of such network with space objects from
the current missions are provided in Table 3.5. These networks are composed of
16, 26, 38 and 48 nodes and composed of 4476 to 40824 temporal edges over a
period of 3 days. We use scheduled networks of different layers of relay nodes
between Earth and rovers on a different planet. These layers can be composed
either of satellites orbiting Earth or other planets, such as Mars, or spacecrafts
and rovers from various missions, such as Yutu-2 rover of Chang’e 4 [23]. The
layers of relays have different sizes and are connected following randomly gen-
erated contact plans that mimic real-world deep space networks, such as the one
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described in Sec. 3.6.2. The data rates of the links are also in ranges within the
real-life data rates between different deep space satellites and between the latter
and Earth-based stations as detailed in Table 3.4. For every network, we run three
routing algorithms: MARS (with two different MADM configurations: Config 1
and Config 2), CGR, and N-LARS. In each run, we use 15 different traffic sets
described in the next section.
3.6.3.2 Network Traffic
The traffic generated follows a Poisson arrival process with an arrival rate (λ)
of 3, 9, and 15 bundles/min. The bundles are generated for a period of 3 days
from a set of senders (i.e. nodes in the deep space) to a specific set of receiver
nodes on Earth. The messages sizes were in two ranges: large messages with
sizes ranging from 50 KB to 80 KB, and small messages with sizes between 1 KB
and 8 KB. The traffic could be from various services, such as control, imagery,
videos and telemetry; and the sizes used reflect either the size of the whole file
or fragmented files at the source node. When generating the messages, each one
is assigned a priority 1, 2 or 3 in addition to a TTL value. With these parameters,
the number of messages generated in each run varies with an average between
13,000 and 65,000 messages per run. We note that not all generated bundles are
routable for various reasons including and not limited to unavailable temporal
outgoing edges from the source node after the creation of the bundle. This is
dues to the fact that large numbers of messages are randomly generated and
cannot be manually checked. Furthermore, there is no oracle method that can
specify the exact number of messages for which a route could possibly exist in
order to remove the invalid ones.
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λ=3 37 45 5
16 λ=9 37 45 7
λ=15 33 41 1
λ=3 29 31 1
26 λ=9 33 45 3
λ=15 35 43 29
λ=3 25 35 29
38 λ=9 25 35 31
λ=15 31 43 13
λ=3 17 29 5
48 λ=6 39 39 29
λ=15 39 39 1
3.6.3.3 Numerical Results and Analysis
In this section we describe two sets of results. We first present the performance
analysis of MARS algorithm and compare it to N-LARS and CGR (when appli-
cable). In these results we use two weight assignment configurations for MARS:
con f ig1 = [size : 0.1, ttl : 0.4, prio : 0.4, tib : 0.1] and con f ig2 = [size : 0.5, ttl :
0.1, prio : 0.1, tib : 0.3]. In the second part, we present the results of varying
MADM combinations and comparing how they affect the network performance.
Varying network and traffic size
In this section we study the effect of the network size and traffic load on the choice
of the window size. In addition, we compare MARS to CGR and our previous
scheduling and routing heuristic, N-LARS. We used networks of sizes 16, 26, 38,
and 48 nodes and traffic loads described in Section 3.6.3.2. Figure 3.7 shows the
results for different network sizes. The graphs in every subfigure present the
message delivery count, the overhead, the average latency and the Overall Perfor-
mance Metric (OPM) from left to right. The results show a consistency across all
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1e−6N-LARS--prio Config 1 Config 2 CGR
(a) 16-node network.

















































1e−5N-LARS--prio Config 1 Config 2 CGR
(b) 26-node network.















































1e−6N-LARS--prio Config 1 Config 2
(c) 38-node network.















































1e−5N-LARS--prio Config 1 Config 2
(d) 48-node network.
Figure 3.7: Performance analysis and comparison in different network sizes with
λ = 15.
network sizes in that MARS with config2 outperforms MARS with config1 which
in turn outperforms N-LARS with priority. MARS and N-LARS also outperform
CGR in the 16-node and 26-node networks. By giving a higher weight to the size
and the TiB, MARS with config2 is able to choose the bundles that have smaller
size, while still keeping service fairness by prioritizing bundles that stay longer in
the buffer. MARS with config1 on the other hand, gives more importance to the
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priority and to the TTL, which could prioritize larger and newer bundles to older
ones in the buffer. In contrast, CGR showed scalability limitations, which led to
the lack of result in networks with more than 26 nodes (or around 5000 temporal
edges).























































1e−516 node 26 node 38 node 48 node 
Figure 3.8: All network sizes comparison using config2 and λ=15.
Through diversifying the traffic load and the network size, we drew conclu-
sions on the relationship between these two parameters, the window size and
weight matrix configuration. We summarize our findings in Table 3.6. As we ex-
pected, the traffic load and network size had an effect on the size of the window
that yields the maximum delivery. The table shows that for the same network, as
the traffic load is higher, the optimal window size also increases. However, for
the same traffic load, as the network size increases, the window size decreases.
This is due to the fact that for the same number of bundles, there are significantly
more edges to choose for the path; therefore, the number of bundles in the buffer
decreases as the network size increases. With that, the needed window size also
decreases.
Another conclusion is that by only changing the weight matrix configuration,
the number of delivered bundles is significantly improved while still keeping the
overhead and the average end-to-end delay as low as N-LARS with priority. This
brings a high added value to MARS algorithm since increasing the bundle de-
livery does not come with much compromise to other metrics, namely overhead
and average end-to-end delay. The graphs show, however, that the network per-
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formance reaches an maximal point, it enters into a steady state where increasing
the window size does not make any difference.
Finally, we compare the behavior of the network using the same weight matrix
configurations (i.e. config2) and the same network traffic load (λ=15), but varying
network sizes and show the results in Figure 3.8. The graphs in the figure show
that after the network performance reaches an maximal point, it enters into a
steady state where the size of the window does not make any difference. The
graphs in Fig. 3.8 also allowed us to compare the stages at which each network
reaches the steady state; a depiction that is complementary to the information in
Table 3.6.
Comparing 255 MADM combinations
In order to compare the performance of different weight combinations for the
scheduling attributes, we used a network of 26 nodes composed of 4730 temporal
edges over 3 days. The traffic was following a Poisson arrival rate of 12 bun-
dles/minute totaling an average of 52050 bundles. We used 255 combinations out
of the 282 possible ones (90% coverage) and show the results in the following.
Figure 3.9a shows the number of delivered bundles for different configurations
with the break down of the delivery into three levels in the three accompanying
graphs. The graphs show that as the weight of the size increases and those of the
other three parameters decrease, the delivery improves. Inversely correlated to
this, the average overhead improves with the decrease in the weight of the size,
as shown in Fig. 3.9b. We note, however, that the difference is not significant.
Finally, the graphs in Fig. 3.9c depict the average end-to-end delay which is also
not significantly different across configurations.
These results allowed us to find the best configurations for this kind of network
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Table 3.7: Weight matrix configurations for the higher delivery ratio.
Size TTL prio TiB
8 1 0 1
4 5 0 1
7 0 1 2
6 1 0 3
6 1 1 2
5 3 0 2
7 0 0 3
setup and traffic, and we present them in Table 3.7. The choice of the configura-
tion hence depends on what the network application allows us to compromise. If
the bundle priority is more important, combinations with higher priority weight
are preferred. If fairness in sending bundles is preferred and starvation in the out-
going buffer queue is to be avoided; then configurations with higher TiB weight
should be chosen.
3.7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we have introduced the first MILP model for space networks that
formally defines the scheduling and routing of bundles using Multi-Attribute De-
cision Making principles. Since this model does not converge in a reasonable time,
we proposed an MADM-based algorithm: Multi-attribute Routing and Schedul-
ing (MARS). MARS algorithm uses a sliding window of size n to schedule the
first n bundles in the buffer based on multiple attributes; namely, we used size,
priority, TTL and TiB (time in buffer). After finding the optimal schedule for these
bundles (in terms of delivery rate), they are routed using our proposed Dijkstra-
based routing algorithm. The latter uses the temporal graph model introduced
in [6]. Hence, we studied the effect of using PROMETHEE II MADM technique on
the performance of the network. Finally, we run multiple simulation experiments
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between 255 different MADM weight matrices.
We compared the performance of our proposed algorithm, MARS, to CGR
and N-LARS, proposed in our earlier work [5], with priority using two experi-
mental setups, small-scale Earth-Moon-Mars network and large networks.The re-
sults show a consistency across all network sizes in that MARS with config2 out-
performs MARS with config1 which in turn outperforms N-LARS with priority.
MARS and N-LARS also outperform CGR in the 16-node and 26-node networks,
while CGR does not produce any results for the 38- and 48-node networks. In
the small-scale network, the delivery ratio was 5.7% better when MARS is used,
compared to CGR. The average end-to-end delay was improved by 86% while the
overhead was 5 times lower when using MARS algorithm. We summarize the
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results for small and large-scale networks below.
In the large-scale networks setup, we used four large-scale networks with sizes
ranging from 4476 to 40824 temporal edges each coupled with three traffic loads
with a Poisson arrival rates. We compared the performance of MARS to CGR
and to N-LARS with Priority. By varying the weights and comparing two differ-
ent weight matrices for MADM, we proved that the choice of the weights of the
attributes do make a significant difference in the performance of large-scale net-
works. We also showed through our comparison with N-LARS–prio that schedul-
ing based on multiple attributes of the bundles improves the network’s message
delivery while still keeping the delay and overhead as low as N-LARS–prio.
Finally, by comparing MARS to CGR, we showed that the use of the sliding
window enhances network performance compared to the conventional priority-
sorted or FIFO based routing. Through these experiments, we also studied the
correlation between the message delivery and window size and concluded that
the larger the window size the better the delivery is. We note, however, that the
network reaches a steady state after a certain window size. In order to further
study the effect of the weights on the performance, we run the same sets of net-
work traffic in the same network setup using 255 different weight combinations
(90% of all possible ones) and reported the results. The latter gave a better under-
standing on how the weight assignment affects the performance for that specific
network. Not only did it show that the single parameter routing does not yield
the optimal results, but it also allowed us to find the right configurations for the
best results.
We used a small-scale network composed of 9 nodes all of which are real
objects from on-going and future deep space missions. We compared MARS
algorithm to CGR on traffic composed of four types of data streams, namely
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telecommand, telecommand acknowledgement, telemetry and science. The re-
sults showed that while MARS improves the performance of the network in all
four metrics used in this work, the role of MADM and the look-ahead scheduling
is not significant. Because the bundles are not diverse enough and the routing
options are not varied, sorting the bundles does not necessarily show any im-
provement, but it does not degrade the performance.
The proposed MARS algorithm is not only suitable for deep space sched-
uled networks, but it is also perfect for many other Earth-bound networks such
as Earth-orbiting satellite networks, High Altitude Pseudo-Satellite (HAPS) net-
works, infrastructure-less disaster-recovery networks and so on. As we have
showed that MADM methods, together with scheduling and routing, can sig-
nificantly improve the performance of DTN-based IPN, a future extension of this
work is to apply this combination to other types of DTNs and to hybrid DTNs (i.e.
a DTN composed of different types of networks and nodes) in order to enhance
their performance. One limitation of the proposed MARS is the extra computation
for sorting the messages in the buffer; however, this extra computation results in a
great improvement of the network performance. MARS also has some parameters
that have to be set ahead of time such as the thresholds of PROMETHEE II and
most importantly the choice of the weight matrix, in addition to which attributes
are used. These parameters are based on the requirements of the network and the
applications that it runs; therefore, it is important that they are input by the user
to ensure accuracy and flexibility in setting the network. Finally, in future work,
we also plan to incorporate in-network bundle fragmentation and its effects on
routing, scheduling and reliable delivery in DTN-based IPNs.
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Chapter 4
STAN+PETRA: A Statistical Analysis Aided Routing Algorithm
for QoS in Mission-Driven IoT Networks
4.1 Introduction
At the dawn of the 21st century, with the introduction of the term “Internet of
Things”, the field of networking has been revolutionized. Many applications and
enabling technologies have been developed using sensor based edge devices, con-
stituting an ad hoc heterogeneous sensor network, to access network services
and transfer real-time data on-the-fly. In this chapter, we study QoS in IoT net-
works that are deployed to serve a specific mission and which we call MD-IoT
networks. There are many examples of such networks, including and not lim-
ited to emergency and disaster relief missions such as the one depicted in Figure
4.1 and Agricultural IoT. These networks have multiple common traits, among
which we can list the following: (i) they are deployed with a specific mission
in mind, (ii) they usually have an underlying ad hoc heterogeneous sensor net-
work for data collection and finally (iii) they require minimal human interven-
tion. Routing in these networks is especially challenging in that it is important to
keep the network connected even though its topology dynamically changes over
time. Therefore, conventional routing algorithms for opportunistic networks are
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limited in overcoming the dynamic spatio-temporal aspects of these networks.
Figure 4.1: Fire department disaster response net-
work.
We propose the Statisti-
cal Analysis (STAN) frame-
work to statistically analyze
the MD-IoT network traces
in order to test its pre-
dictability and choose the
most appropriate deep learn-
ing or traditional prediction model. We then design and implement a Dijkstra-based
routing algorithm, PETRA, that uses STAN’s prediction in route computation in or-
der to evaluate the effects of STAN on routing. Lastly, through extensive network
simulations using the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) [53] simulator, we
show that by using STAN’s predictions in routing, we are able to enhance network
QoS in terms of reduced overall path delay and increased throughput. We used a
dataset composed of real traces collected from a Fire Department to evaluate the
performance of our proposed STAN framework and PETRA routing and com-
pared it to the Cognitive Routing Protocol for Opportunistic Networks (CRPO),





























Figure 4.2: System architecture: interaction between STAN and PETRA.
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4.1.1 Proposed Approach Overview
The work proposed in this chapter is composed of two main parts: (1) the frame-
work STAN and (2) the routing algorithm PETRA with an integrated prediction
model derived using STAN. Time series forecasting has been proved in the liter-
ature to improve the quality of network management in various aspects. Though
there is a plethora of prediction models to choose from, only a few are suitable for
a given application. Furthermore, complex forecast models are not always needed
for all datasets; some time series require simpler forecast models than one would
choose thinking that a more complex model would necessarily perform better. Fi-
nally, deciding about the amount of data history required to increase the accuracy
of the prediction can be challenging. Storing more history data then is optimal,
would not only have minimal effects on enhancing the performance of the model,
but it would also waste precious storage space.
To overcome these challenges and for other benefits mentioned in the subse-
quent sections, we propose the STAN framework and use it in PETRA routing
algorithm as depicted in Figure 4.2 and detailed in the following steps numbered
as in the figure:
1. Encounter Collector of a node collects its encounters with other nodes and
any traces these nodes share with it.
2. The node’s recorded traces are used as tuning and training for STAN frame-
work to perform better.
3. The exploratory analysis module extracts characteristics of the dataset to
define forecast models’ hyperparameters.
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4. STAN’s model testing and selection module chooses the right forecast model
for the collected traces.
5. The forecast dataset is returned to the routing algorithm for route computa-
tion.
6. New collected traces are used for further forecasts with no need for global
knowledge of the network.
The STAN framework is detailed in Section 4.3 and PETRA routing algorithm is
described in Section 4.4.
4.2 Related Work
The concept of IoT is very broadly defined and can support a variety of appli-
cations with many different constraints and requirements. Therefore, QoS in IoT
is contingent on the application. A common trait among all these applications,
though, is that forecast/prediction methods are very commonly used to predict
QoS attributes in order to improve it [64]. White et al. [65] proposed a QoS predic-
tion method to enhance the performance of IoT service composition. They model
the QoS of the network in terms of throughput and response time, and predict the
QoS for possible services based on service usages and do not provide flexibility in
prediction methods. Time series forecasting has also been exploited by multiple
techniques implemented to improve the quality of service in VoIP, VToIP/IPTV
and WWW applications as detailed in [66]. In [67], Mu et al. look at QoS in IoT in
terms of radio and transmission power selection. Their proposed solution incor-
porates multiple wireless technologies to enhance the QoS of the network under
the constantly changing environmental conditions.
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Similar to the aforementioned example applications of IoT, QoS in the spatio-
temporaly dynamic MD-IoTs is determined by the availability of the spatio-temporal
edges between two nodes, the overall path delay that absence of edges causes and
the network QoS. Zdarsky et al. [68] addressed the problem of intermittent con-
nections caused by the movement of nodes through the concept of movement
contract. Each node in the network publishes its movement to the network so that
the other node anticipates the link changes. This solution is not practical for the
MD-IoT as the movement of the nodes is the norm and not the exception, which
would cause too much overhead for the network. In [69], Duan et al. proposed a
multi-layer QoS architecture for IoT. As such, they gather requirements from the
application, network and perception layers and use them in the definition of their
architecture. This generalized architecture could be applied to different common
applications; however, because it is very broad, its QoS attributes do not cover
the spatio-temporaly dynamic aspect of the MD-IoTs studied in this chapter. Last
but not least, an IoT QoS model was proposed in [70]. The authors studied the
effect of the limited storage capacity and processing power on the QoS in IoTs and
proposed a model to enhance it. The model is proved to outperform the Best Ef-
fort service model, but was not applied to IoTs with spatio-temporal constraints.
Therefore, the underlying assumptions for building this model are not applicable
to MD-IoTs. In this work, we study the MD-IoT network traces and propose a
STAN Framework and PETRA routing algorithm that improve the QoS of these
networks. The general architecture and advantages of the framework is described
in the following sections.
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4.3 The Statistical Analysis Framework: STAN
The framework has two main modules. The first module performs an exploratory
analysis of the time series. It provides information on the attributes of the dataset
such as stationarity, seasonality and so on. This information is important for the
second module, which carries out model selection. We use the oviedo/asturies-er























































(d) 1 day of data.
Figure 4.3: Temporal portioning of oviedo/asturies-er traces.
4.3.1 The Test Case Network: The oviedo/asturies-er Dataset
The oviedo/asturies-er (v. 2016-08-08) dataset [71] is composed of real traces from
the Fire Department of Asturias, Spain. The network was composed of a heli-
copter, and multiple trucks, cars and personal radios, totaling in 229 devices. The
traces were collected in both emergency interventions and in the daily routine.
There are three traces, and for our test case, we use the traces assuming connec-
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tivity within 50 meters of separation between every two nodes. The dataset is
composed of one year worth of traces, and without loss of generality, we assume
that the recording started at midnight of the 1st of January in 2016.
4.3.2 STAN’s Exploratory Analysis
Exploring the data before building a model is very important in that it allows to
better understand the problem at hand, assess the usefulness of the data, and ac-
curately define the objective of the prediction and hence selecting the forecasting
model with the least complexity for the given dataset. Analyzing time series un-
covers the effect of time on the data and permits the framing of the problem with
the consideration of time. Finally, data can be better fitted and pre-processed for
the chosen forecasting model. STAN’s exploratory module starts by preparing the
data. That is, the time series is partitioned by pairs and by temporal attributes.
In the example oviedo/asturies-er dataset, the time series is temporally divided
into 4 samples: 1-year long, 1-month long, 1-week long and a day long parts as
depicted in Figure 4.3. The graphs show the frequency of encounters across all
the pairs of nodes in the network (6576 pairs in total). We also extract traces for a
sample pair for one year, one month, one week and one day. In this example there
are two attributes that we look at in the analysis of pairs: frequency of encounters
and the duration of encounters. We focus on three major traits of data, each of
which is explained next.
4.3.2.1 The Five Number Summary and Box-and-Whisker plots
In order to identify the distribution of data and properly compare it to other sam-
ples, we integrate the widely used Tukey’s 5-number summary [72]. The sum-





























































(b) 1 month of data with one week fre-
quency.
Figure 4.5: Additive decomposition of oviedo/asturies-er traces and samples.
number greater than 25% of the datapoints, the 2nd quartile which is the median,
the 3rd quartile (similar to the 2nd quartile but represents 75%), and the maxi-
mum value. These values show how data is distributed around the median and
to which side it could be skewed. It also allows to identify outliers and to com-
pare the distribution of the samples. Figure 4.4 depicts the box-and-whiskers plot
of the frequency of encounters in three different months. It shows that the distri-
bution of February and March are very close to each other, while the distribution
of April is significantly different and has many outliers.
4.3.2.2 Decomposition for Stationarity and Seasonality
Stationarity refers to whether the time series has a trend or not. Many forecast-
ing methods do not perform well on data that has a trend because they assume
traces are stationary and hence either result in overfitting or underfitting. Sea-
sonality is also an important feature in that it can be leveraged when forecasting
time series that are effected by time. For example, the communication pattern
of one day could be repeated throughout the week. Both trend and seasonality
can be removed allowing forecasting models to better perform. There are, how-
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ever, prediction models that are not affected by trend and seasonality. Therefore,
it is important to identify whether the time series has these attributes. STAN
framework uses decomposition as shown in Figure 4.5. The graphs show the
decomposition of one year and one month samples of data. The figures show
trend and seasonality in the data samples. The year has a monthly seasonality,
the month has a weekly seasonality and so on.
4.3.2.3 Distribution in the Quantile-Quantile (QQ) and Probability Plots
Figure 4.4: The box-and-whisker
plot comparing three months.
In addition to the five number summary,
our proposed STAN framework extracts
times series quantiles in order to compare
the time series’ distribution to other well
known distributions such as Normal, Pois-
son and Gaussian. For that we use the
quantile-quantile (QQ) plot and the prob-
ability plot. The QQ plot compares the
quantiles of the time series to equal quan-
tiles of a distribution in order to determine
whether they match. Figure 4.6a and 4.6b,
show the QQ-plot and the probability plot,
respectively, of the week of data depicted
in Figure 4.3c. In these figures, the week traces are compared to the Normal dis-
tribution and it clearly shows that the data does not follow a Normal distribution
since the blue points do not fall on the line.
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Figure 4.6: QQ-plot and the probability plot of one week of traces.
4.3.2.4 Comparative Distribution: The 2-Sample QQ Plot
While the QQ-plot allows us to compare the distribution of the time series to well
known distributions, sometimes it is more useful to compare the distribution of
two data samples in order to better understand the data at hands. The 2-sample
QQ plot allows us to do that. We compare two partitions of the same size in
order to verify the consistence of the distribution across different samples. An
example is shown in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7b shows that two weeks of traces have
very similar distributions; in contrast, Figure 4.7a shows that two months do not
necessarily have similar distributions. This means that the forecast unit has to be
well chosen for this data set. That is, if the forecast is done for one month ahead,
the performance might not be as good as if the forecast is for one week at a time.
4.3.3 STAN’s Model Testing and Selection
The framework includes five forecast models composed of two classical pre-
diction methods (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) and Sea-
sonal ARIMA (SARIMA)), and three deep learning methods, namely Convolu-
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(a) Comparing two months.
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(b) Comparing two weeks.
Figure 4.7: 2-Sample QQ plot of one month and one week of traces.
tional Neural Network (CNN), convolutional Long Short-Term Memory (convL-
STM) [73] and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP).
4.3.3.1 Classical Forecast Methods








Figure 4.8: Autocorrelation of a day of data.
Including classical forecast models
comes with the advantage of sim-
plicity of computation and speed
in obtaining results. Therefore,
ARIMA and SARIMA are included
in the STAN framework. The
ARIMA method is based on a lin-
ear function of differenced obser-
vations and residual errors of the
history of traces. Hence, this
method is only suitable for time se-
ries that do not have seasonality and deals with trend by differencing the time se-
ries in order to make it stationary. Besides the computational simplicity, ARIMA
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is also advantageous in terms of the number of hyperparameters used for the
predictions. In fact, it takes three parameters to model the trend: (1) the autore-
gressive order ‘p’ that reflects the autocorelation between different lags of the time
series, (2) the difference order ‘d’ representing the trend of the time series and (3)
the trend moving average ‘q’. These parameters can be inferred from STAN’S
exploratory analysis module as also shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.8.
Seasonality can be removed using the difference transform, which would make
the time series suitable for ARIMA; however, STAN includes SARIMA to avoid
this extra step. As its name suggests, Seasonal ARIMA uses the same linear func-
tion as ARIMA, but adds to it the differenced seasonal observations and seasonal
errors of prior traces. SARIMA takes four extra parameters to model the season-
ality: (1) ‘P’ for the seasonal autoregressive order, (2) the seasonal moving average
order ‘D’, (3) ‘Q’ for the seasonal moving average order and (4) ‘m’ representing
the number of time steps in each season (e.g. one week per month). These pa-
rameters can also be extracted from STAN’S exploratory analysis module and are
depicted in Figure 4.5.
4.3.3.2 Deep Learning Methods
Applying Neural Networks (NN) for deep learning provides high flexibility and
has been shown to perform well on various types of problems. A variety of
algorithms have been proposed with an overarching architecture consisting of:
an input layer, one or more hidden layers and an output layer. We chose to use
three of the implementations: CNN, convLSTM, and MLP. CNN is one of the
commonly used neural network algorithms in various applications and especially
in image processing. Unlike ARIMA and SARIMA, CNN’s performance does
not deteriorate by the presence of seasonality and trend. Furthermore, CNN
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algorithms are effective in dealing with noise and can reduce long time series
into small feature maps that they then use to learn important features for the
forecast. Likewise, MLP maps inputs to outputs through its hidden layers in order
to predict future values. It is also well suited for time series. Last but not least,
convLSTM was specifically proposed to model the spatio-temporal relationships
in a time series. As such, it has multiple benefits for our application including
stability. Details of convLSTM can be found in [73].
The implementations of CNN, MPL and convLSTM used in STAN allow the
tuning of at most four hyperparameters. These are (1) the number of parallel
filters used as feature detectors, (2) the kernel size which determines the number of
time steps used in each input sequence, (3) the epochs representing the number of
time the whole training dataset would be exposed to the model and (4) the batch
size as the number of examples from the training dataset presented in a single
batch (i.e. the training dataset is divided into multiple batches). Optimal values
for these hyperparameters depend on the features of the times series and the size
of the multi-step forecast desired, among others. And setting larger or smaller
hyperparameters can affect both the prediction accuracy and the execution time
of the algorithm. And some of them cannot be inferred directly from the data.
Therefore, grid searching the hyperparameters is also included in the proposed
framework and described in the following section.
4.3.3.3 Grid Searching Hyperparameters
The exploratory analysis module of our proposed framework STAN helps deter-
mine most of the hyperparameters needed for the aforementioned forecast mod-
els. Nevertheless, some time series may have multiple optimal values for each
hyperparameter. Therefore, STAN’s model testing and selection module includes
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a huperparameter grid searching functionality, which takes multiple values for
each hyperparameter and finds the most optimal combination in terms of predic-
tion accuracy. In order to reduce the complexity of the grid search, the exploratory
analysis module can be used to reduce the options for potential hyperparameter
values.
4.3.4 STAN’s Forecast Module
This module generates the forecast based on the selected model and the train-
ing traces provided by PETRA’s encounter recorder. It is the most frequently
invoked module by PETRA. This module is implemented using the ensemble
Gradient Boosting for classification (GBC) and the model selected by MTS mod-
ule in order to incorporate binary classification and enhance the forecast. That
is, the model selected by the MTS forecasts traces for a duration ∆t as list of
pairs (time, duration). This forecast is then used by the GBC classifier to provide
the probability that the listed encounters would actually occur. GBC is based on
regression trees and are used to improve the predictions’ accuracy.
4.4 The Predictive Routing Algorithm (PETRA)
In the next section, we describe the proposed routing algorithm, PETRA. In addi-
tion to the predictive model integration, PETRA is also made network characteristics-
aware by treating different types of contacts according to their characteristics. The
term contact is defined as a time window in which two nodes can exchange data
and has been used in satellite communication networks’ routing [6, 35]. Broadly
speaking, communication can happen through already scheduled contacts that
are usually pre-programmed in the communicating devices. It can also happen
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through continuously available contacts such as the Internet. Finally, commu-
nication can take place using discovered contacts in the network and these are
the most common in MD-IoT. PETRA is designed to support all these kinds of
contacts in order to enhance its flexibility and performance.
4.4.1 The PETRA Routing Algorithm
Our routing algorithm is designed to route messages based on the three cases
introduced above; therefore, it has three main attributes. We first distinguish be-
tween a scheduled path and a hybrid path. The former is a path that is composed
of solely edges extracted from the provided schedule (scheduled contacts) and the
second can be composed of a mixture of scheduled contacts and the ones discov-
ered and predicted using STAN’s predictive mode. We then add a source route to
each message. This message property can either be used or left null. Finally, we
define the path expiration time as the time at which a path has to be re-computed
to account for network changes. Furthermore, the path is assigned a probability
since the predicted edge would occur with a certain probability. Communica-
tion windows extracted from the schedule are assigned a probability of one. The
routing algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 4 and described in the following along
with its properties.
Each node that creates a message computes its source route. In order to add
the source route to the message, the computed path has to be scheduled. If
the path is not scheduled (i.e. its aggregate probability is less than 1), there is
no need to add it to the message for efficiency since the network is likely to
change fast enough to invalidate the source route. PETRA starts by checking
for a source route (srcRoute(m)). If it exists, it is checked for expiration. That
is, if a certain amount of time passes after the route was initially computed, it
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Algorithm 4 PETRA Routing Algorithm
1: Input: Temporal graph Gt = (V , Et) in its edge stream representation, mes-
sage m
2: Output: Final path and routing decision
3: if srcRoute(m) 6= ∅ and srcRoute(m).isNotExpired then
4: Send m to next connection in srcRoute(m)
5: else
6: newRoute← buildPath()
7: if newRoute.isScheduled then
8: srcRoute(m)← newRoute
9: Send m to next connection in newRoute
10: else if proba(newRoute) > threshold then
11: Send m to next connection in newRoute
12: else
13: m.keepInQueue← true
expires allowing the node to reroute it using more timely information about the
state of the network. Hence, if the message source route has expired, it has to
be computed again and replaced. Otherwise, the source route is used and the
message is sent to the next temporal edge as specified in the source route.
In case the message does not have a source route or the latter has expired,
the current node (either a relay node or the source itself) computes a new path,
newPath, using the path computation algorithm described in Algorithm 1 in the
next section. If the new path is scheduled, it is set as the source route of the mes-
sage and the latter is sent to the next contact as specified in the route. Otherwise,
it checks its aggregate probability computed as ∏∀e∈path β(e), the multiplication
of the probability, β, of all the edges in the path. If this value is greater than a
threshold, the route is used and the message is sent to the next node in the path;
otherwise, the message is kept in the queue until a better path is found.
Finally, we defined two modes of operation for PETRA. In the standard opera-
tion mode, which we refer to as PETRA for simplicity, a message is sent to the next
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node according to the predicted edges in the path. That is, if the next predicted
edge starts at time ti, then the message is sent through the same edge if it occurs
at time ti ± ∆t. In the second mode, which we call aggressive mode (PETRA-am), the
start time of the edge is disregarded, and the message is forwarded as soon as a
contact with the next node in the path takes place.
Algorithm 5 buildPath method
1: Input: Temporal graph Gt = (V , Et) in its edge stream representation, source
s, transmission start time ts, TTL, data total size Ds, vdst the destination node
2: Output: The final set of paths PathSet
3: PathSet← ∅
4: Visited← {s}
5: while Visited 6= ∅ do
6: if s is the destination then




11: Init: N (s) . Initialize neighbor-set of s to all its known neighbors
12: N (s)← f : STAN() ∪N (s) . Find all the temporal edges e(s,v)
13: if neighbor-set 6= ∅ then
14: for all v ∈ N (s) do
15: Remove all edges with p(e) < threshold
16: route(Ev)




The route computation is performed by the method buildPath() detailed in Algo-
rithm 5. It starts by initializing the variables described in Table 4.1 to the values
shown in the same table. Then for every node ‘s’ in the set Visited (the set of nodes
processed by the algorithm), the algorithm checks if ‘s’ is the final destination in
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order to save the path and return it. Then it checks if the set of neighbors of ‘s’ is
not empty in order to continue the path computation. If not, for every node v in
the neighbor set of ‘s’, the temporal edges are computed using STAN and added
to the neighbor-set of the node ‘s’.





The set of path to be
returned at the end
∅
Visited
The set of nodes that
have been already as-
signed a cost value
{s}
Choosing the next best node, n, is
based on two criteria: the category
of the contact and then its probability
βagg. βagg refers to the probability of
reaching n and is obtained by multi-
plying the probabilities of all the tem-
poral edges that lead to n. The sched-
uled edges are preferred to the pre-
dicted ones. Therefore, if a node in visited set is scheduled it is chosen; other-
wise, the node with the highest probability is chosen as the next best. βagg and
visited sets are both determined using the relaxation function route() in line 16 of
Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 6 route Algorithm
1: Input: The set of neighbors Ev
2: for all e ∈ Ev do
3: Pricee = computeDP(e, v);
4: if v /∈ Visited then
5: if e is (Discovered or Continuous) then
6: update(v);
7: else if overlapEdge(e, (ts, ts + TTL)) then
8: update(v);
9: Visited← Visited ∪ {v};
The method route(v), detailed in Algorithm 6, updates the node v as follows
and uses the methods described in Table 4.2 for clarity. For all the edges in the set
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Table 4.2: Methods used in Algorithm 6.





Checks if the edge over-
laps with the time win-
dow (ts, ts + TTL) : True
or False
price v Retrieves the cost associ-ated with v : (vdelay, vp)
computeDP v
Computes the cost in
terms of delay and
probability to reach v :
(vdelay, vp)
of temporal edges Ev, it computes the cost to get to v through edge e in terms of
delay and probability. Then, if v already has a cost value, the latter is compared
to the newly computed price and the best is chosen; otherwise, v is updated with
the new value. Finally, the method update(v) is used to set (1) the new parent
node for v to be s, (2) the delay as the time it takes the message to reach v using
this edge and (3) the probability that this path will occur.
4.4.3 Edge Prediction Integration
The edge prediction is integrated from the STAN framework. STAN is imple-
mented in Python and runs as a stand-alone application that is invoke by the
router in each communicating device. As shown in Figure 4.2 and described in
Section 4.1.1, STAN reads in a history of encounters or a sample of traces from the
network and runs the exploratory analysis module. Data is input as a list of edges
represented as a pair of nodes, edge start time and edge duration. Results from
the exploratory analysis module allow STAN to determine ranges of values for
the hyperparameter grid search run by the model testing and selection module.
The latter selects the appropriate forecast method among the 5 implemented (e.g.
it discards ARIMA if the time series is seasonal) and builds their models.
The models are scored using The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) and the
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one with the lowest value is selected. The grid search step can be run at the
beginning and/or when the size of the training set changes. That is, if the node
always uses 6 hours of traces to predict the next 30 minutes of encounters, the
grid search has to be run only once, using a training set of 6 hours. However, if
for example, the training set increases by two hours every time the node stores
more history of encounters, the grid search has to be run every two hours in order
to used the two extra hours for hyperparameter tuning. Finally, the chosen model
is passed on to the forecast module, which performs a multi-step forecast. The
latter is further adjusted using the GBC. The forecast traces, a list of triplets: time,
duration and probability, are relayed to the router of the node. The latter uses the
predicted schedule to route messages across the network.
4.5 STAN+PETRA Experimental Setup and Results
In this section we describe the experimental process and present the results ob-
tained from various simulations.
4.5.1 Implementation of STAN and PETRA
In order to evaluate our STAN+PETRA framework, we implemented the algo-
rithm described above in the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simu-
lator [53]. For comparison, we use PETRA’s two modes of operation in addition
to CRPO [63] as implemented by the authors of the paper and using the default
values for the routing algorithm variables. In the experiments, we use 10 nodes
running Linux OS in a cluster hosted at a computing center. Each node is an Intel
Xeon E5-2670 with 2.60GHz 2 CPU/16 cores and 32 Gb of RAM. We run ONE
v1.6.0, the latest version. In all experiments detailed below, for the same network
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topology, we route the same traffic setting three times by varying the routing
algorithm. Finally, we compare the performance of these algorithms based on
the average delay, network throughput, and a combination of latency and deliv-
ery ratio (deliv. ratio) which we define as the overall performance metric (OPM)
computed as:
OPM = Avg. Delay/(Deliv. ratio× avg hop count) (4.1)
4.5.2 Experimental Setup: oviedo/asturies-er Dataset
















Figure 4.9: RMSE of the four models.
In this experiment, we
use the oviedo/asturies-
er trace [71] composed of
real traces from the Fire
Department of Asturias,
Spain. The network was
composed of a helicopter,
and multiple trucks, cars and personal radios, constituting 229 nodes with a total
of 443,978 contacts and runs for a duration of 2,309,499 seconds (used in the ex-
periments as ≈15 days of encounters and new messages + 10 days of encounters
only). Figure 4.3 shows the frequency of encounters across all the pairs of nodes
in the network (6576 pairs in total) for one year. The simulated traffic follows a
Poisson distribution, and in order to simulate different traffic loads, we use dif-
ferent arrival rates λ in multiple simulations. Therefore, we run 15 simulations
per routing algorithm per arrival rate; that is, we generate 15 different traffic files
for every value of λ and run all algorithms using each one of them. The results
of the experiment are described next.
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4.5.3 Numerical results and analysis
In the experiment, we assume there is a sample of network traces that is used
for model selection and tuning. We use an extract of the dataset for that purpose.
Thenceforth, throughout the experiment, each node invokes the STAN framework
every simulated hour. The node provides STAN’s forecast module with the his-
tory of traces and receives the generated forecast as the contact list for the next
hour. In the following, we demonstrate the numerical results for both STAN and
PETRA.
4.5.3.1 STAN’s Forecast Accuracy
GBC-adjusted
















































Figure 4.10: CNN and GBC-adjusted one hour forecast for one pair of nodes.
We start by running STAN on one day of data which is not included in the
experiment in order to extract attributes of the traces. Using these attributes,
we run STAN’s grid search for CNN, MLP, SARIMA and LSTM. ARIMA is not
included since it is not applicable for seasonal time series. Figure 4.9 compares
the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of the models and shows that CNN is the
best model for times series used. Figure 4.10, illustrates the performance of CNN
and the ensemble GBC+CNN. The blue crosses represent the actual traces, while
the orange dots reflect CNN’s forecast and the green circles are results from the
ensemble GBC+CNN (CNN’s forecast adjusted using GBC). For every hour of
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predicted contacts, CNN uses 12 hours of training data for every pair. For some
pairs, 12 hours of training data may contain a small number of contacts (e.g. less
than 5 per hour); therefore, the forecast is either overfit or underfit as depicted in
Figures 4.10b and 4.10c, respectively. Approximately, 53.5% of the pairs of nodes
in the network had fewer than 10 contacts throughout the whole simulation time.
However, for the remaining 46.5% of the pairs making up 98.1% of the traces,
CNN’s performance was predominantly well fitted with a performance similar to
the sample shown in Figure 4.10a. We should note that because the main purpose
is to predict the likelihood of the occurrence, underfitting the duration forecast
is acceptable. Furthermore, when using the forecasts in PETRA, we consider the
predicted contact to have a duration that is equal to or greater than the predicted
duration.




















































Figure 4.11: Daily Throughput.
In this section, we summa-
rize the results obtain through
running the standard PETRA,
the aggressive mode PETRA-
am and CRPO. The results fo-
cus on the two main metrics
for QoS in the MD-IoT net-
works studied in this chapter:
(1) throughput and (2) end to
end path delay. Figure 4.11
presents the daily throughput
of all three routing algorithms. PETRA’s aggressive mode resulted in the highest
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throughput over the whole period of the experiment by an average of 29.4%. PE-
TRA enhanced the performance by 4.6% compared to CRPO. The lower graph in
the figure displays the number of contacts per day and explains the variation in
the throughput in different days. Figure 4.12 depicts the distribution of the end
to end path delay. The box and whisker plots show that CRPO and standard PE-
TRA have similar distributions with equal means while PETRA-am shows delay
values that are skewed towards larger delays. They also all have a large number
of outliers, which is due to the changing number of contacts as discussed before.
Figure 4.12: End to end delay distribu-
tion.
Using the aggressive mode allows
the network to deliver a larger number
of messages while compromising the
end to end delay. The average delivery
ratio is depicted in Figure 4.13a, which
summarizes the graph shown in Fig-
ure 4.11. By sending more messages,
PETRA-am causes extra delay for in-
dividual messages but enhances the
overall network performance by scor-
ing the lowest delay units per message (i.e. Equation 4.1) of 0.099s/msg. While
PETRA results in better throughput and still maintains a reduced end to end
delay, its delay units per message measure was higher than PETRA-am by
0.056s/msg. This means that with PETRA-am each message caused 9.92% of



































(b) The OPM metric.
Figure 4.13: Performance metrics summary.
MD-IoT networks are net-
works deployed with a
mission in mind, such
as emergency and disas-
ter relief missions, mega-
farms and agricultural ap-
plications and deep space
colonies and exploration.
These networks have an
underlying heterogeneous
sensor base composed of a variety of devices such as UAVs, personal devices,
and vehicles. The work proposed in this chapter aims at improving QoS in MD-
IoTs through predicting the dynamic spatio-temporal link availability, reducing
overall path delay and increasing the throughput. We proposed a statistical anal-
ysis framework, STAN, to represent traces of the network as time series, statisti-
cally explore the time series, test deep learning and classical forecasting models,
and select the right one for the MD-IoT. Furthermore, we proposed PETRA, the
PrEdicTive Routing Algorithm, that integrates the forecasting model selected by
STAN. Thanks to data exploration module and the model selection, using STAN
allows the routing algorithm to use the prediction model with the right level of
complexity and the right amount of history data for training. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, this work is the first that improves MD-IoT’s QoS by inte-
grating a statistical analysis module with a multiple choices of prediction models
and a routing algorithm.
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The STAN framework was tested on the real world traces, oviedo/asturies-er
dataset, from the fire department of Asturias, Spain. Results showed that the pro-
viding various forecast models improves the prediction accuracy. Furthermore,
they proved the importance of using the GBC ensemble, which uses CNN’s fore-
cast. Nearly 98.1% of the dataset constituted traces that could be used by STAN’s
forecast module. Through extensive simulations our PETRA routing algorithm
was proved to improve the QoS of the network compared to CRPO. As shown in
Sec. 4.5, our routing algorithm was able to enhance the network throughput by
up to 29.4% while maintaining low end to end delay. We also used the overall
performance metric defined as: Average Delay/(Delivery ratio× avg hop count),
which reflects the percentage the delay caused by each message and takes into
account path diversity. The results showed that the modes of PETRA improved
the network performance by up to 36.7%.
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Chapter 5
A Low-Latency Routing and Edge Computing Framework for















Figure 5.1: Illustration of a mega-farm mon-
itoring Ag-IoT network.
Mission Driven-Internet of Things
(MD-IoT) environments, such as
ones deployed in agricultural fields
or in smart cities, are prominent
applications for the large-scale het-
erogeneous networks that involve
collecting tremendous amounts of
data, processing it in a near-real
time manner, and sending action-
able information to actuators that
will act based on it. This process
can only be implemented through the use of large heterogeneous networks, which
incorporate various aspects of heterogeneity introduced in Chapter 1. These net-
works need to also integrate data processing mechanisms suitable for different
types and amounts of data. For example, in agricultural IoT networks (Ag-IoT
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in short), building a robust network architecture has the potential to help in-
crease the yield and better manage resources like water, nutrients, soil, and fer-
tilizers. The questions raised in this context are about how data can be collected
and routed efficiently and effectively to processing nodes, what kinds of process-
ing are required for different use cases, how to communicate data back to the




Figure 5.2: Network Topology.
Consider a network composed
of sensors, relay nodes and pro-
cessing nodes at an edge comput-
ing platform as depicted in Fig-
ure 5.2. Each sensor node col-
lects data to be processed at one
of the processing nodes. The sen-
sors can send the data to the pro-
cessing nodes via the relay nodes.
Each sensing and relay nodes has limited amount of energy that it can use for all
its tasks (i.e. sensing, communication ...). Each edge computing node has a lim-
ited processing power that it can dedicate to a certain task at a time which means
that tasks arrive to a queue or are dropped if the system is full. In this work, we
build a network model to optimize the routing and processing of data ensuring
data freshness, minimal delays and maximum data delivery.
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5.2 Background and Related Work
5.2.1 Routing and Computing for IoT Networks
Routing and conputing are two important topics that have been heavily studied
in wireless and IoT networks. In this section, we list some of the related and
relevant works.
5.2.1.1 Routing in Resource Constrained IoT Networks
The concept of a sink was initially proposed to collect data from a number of
connected sensors when a CPS was composed of relatively smaller numbers of
sensors and data sources. The static sink collects data and either relays it to the
end user or performs basic processing before sending it to a final destination. This
paradigm had many limitations as discussed in [86,87] and hence mobile sink ar-
chitectures were proposed [88–92]. Meanwhile and as the technologies have been
evolving and as the number of data sources (sensors, end-user devices and so
on) has been increasing, solutions such as Cloud computing, Edge computing
architectures, hybrid Cloud and Edge architectures and more have focused on
satisfying the need for efficient computational power and scalable storage chang-
ing the focus of routing to the timely delivery of data to the compute platform
while preserving intermediary nodes’ energy. works such as [115–117]
5.2.1.2 Computing in Resource Constrained Networks
Cloud computing has been widely studied and many architectures have been pro-
posed [93, 94]. Following that, different research applications have been demon-
strated. Resilience in cloud infrastructures has been studied as Colman-Meixner
et al. have shown in their survey [95]. Loutas et al. surveyed the possibility of
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using a standardized cloud architecture for interoperability [96]. Furthermore,
Mobile cloud Computing (MCC) has been introduced to answer the need for
easier interoperability, portability, and integration among heterogeneous plat-
forms [97–100]. Finally, beyond the theoretical research on the use of cloud com-
puting, many companies are providing cloud services at different scales and with
a plethora of services; Amazon Web Services (AWS) [108], Microsoft Azure (Cloud
and IoT Edge) [109], Google Cloud [110], Alibaba Cloud [111], IBM Cloud [112],
Oracle Cloud [113], VMware Cloud [114] and many others. Because of the lim-
itation in the cloud, Edge (also referred to as Fog) and mobile edge computing
have been introduced [101–106] and there has been an effort by the OpenFog con-
sortium to standardize the architecture of the Edge computing platform [107].
Various works have been proposed to deal with resource scheduling and and
workload allocation in the edge and cloud [118–120]
These works have been great in handling the overwhelming amounts of data
in terms of processing and storage; however, all these solutions target networks
with specific prerequisites: the existence of these cloud/edge infrastructures in
a nearby area, or the ability to access them through the Internet or some form
of connection. Unfortunately, these conditions cannot be met in many applica-
tions where either there are no broadband infrastructures or the transfer of data
is very costly and is only available at very low data rates. Besides the cost and
infrastructures, sending data to the cloud/edge for processing takes time and
hence hinders the ability to take immediate action. Furthermore, these comput-
ing paradigms are designed to meet the needs of a mobile user; therefore, their
flexibility is bound by that of the users.
Today, data is as important as its source, and actions are directed by our ability
to infer actionable information from the data at the source. Therefore, we pro-
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pose a novel framework, which enables users to collect data using a low-latency
routing algorithm, infer near-real-time actionable information and communicate
necessary changes in a highly dynamic heterogeneous wireless networks, with a
focus on agricultural MD-IoT networks. The framework features a low-latency
routing algorithm for highly dynamic heterogeneous wireless networks with an
integrated edge computing platform for real-time data processing.
5.2.2 Age of Information
Age of Information (AoI) is the measure of data freshness. It is a means to con-
strain the delay of receiving data and its usability. AoI was proposed in in the
early nineties [121] but did not get much attention until it was used in [122] to
measure the freshness and timely accuracy of remote resources’ status updates.







where τ is observation time interval and ∆(t) is the variation of age that increases
over time until it is received by its intended destination. Age of Information is
also written in simpler terms as the difference between the time at which it is
received and its creation time.
Following its introduction, various age functions have been proposed [123–
128] to cater for different application. For example, one could apply a penalty
function in which the value increases with time indicating the staleness of the data
or the opposite of that indicating the utility of data (deceasing with time) [123].
Data freshness is used in concurrence with other network measures such as en-
ergy saving [129]. Marbukh [130] proposed a mechanism to manage AoI in chal-
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lenged Networks taking into consideration the effect of intermittent connections
and varying delays on the freshness of data in the network. Scheduling and traf-
fic management in wireless heterogeneous and real-time traffic have also been
studied under the constraint of data freshness [131–133].
5.3 Network Description












Figure 5.3: Scenario: Tractor with fertilizer
sprayer.
In this Chapter, we study networks
composed of two types of con-
tacts that are prevalent in highly-
dynamic networks: predicted and
discovered. Our aim is to design
a network model for low-latency
routing using mobile and fixed
nodes that have varying levels of
storage, communication and pro-
cessing capabilities. The routing model is then developed into a routing algorithm
that enhances network efficiency in terms of end-to-end delay along with other
criteria identified based on the application. This routing algorithm is used to assist
the collection and aggregation of data, that is transferred to the edge computing
platform that we developed for this kind of applications. The edge computing
platform will provide services to the network, allowing near-real time creation of
actionable information. We use an Ag-IoT application to emulated the proposed
model and algorithm as it constitutes an important share in the IoT market and,
as illustrated in the example that follows, it can greatly benefit from low-latency
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routing and real-time data processing.
Consider a large agricultural field where fertilizer needs to be applied as
shown in Fig. 5.3. Fertilizer is very expensive and can either be beneficial to
the plants or damaging if there is too much or too little of it. In order to prop-
erly determine the right quantity of fertilizer for each spot, the machine needs
to collect data about the plant (e.g. how green/healthy it is), the soil (e.g. how
much fertilizer is already there and what nutrients are in the soil), and the cur-
rent/future weather (e.g. whether it will rain or not and the state of the wind).
The fertilizing implement also needs to communicate with the tractor in order to
coordinate the actions on the fly based on the information collected from various
types of sensors. For example, there could be three types of sensors:
• Machine sensors: send data ([∼20 messages each of ∼15 bytes of data /
second → 300B/s ∼18 KB/min]) about the status of the machine and how
the machine (e.g. tractor) coordinates with the Implements (fertilizer in this
scenario).
• Plant sensors: collect data about the state of the plants, such as the height,
the color, etc. It could be in the form of images (e.g. from tractors and UAVs)
or plaintext data (e.g. from Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
and spectrometers).
• Ground sensors: such as weather stations and soil sensors. They are usually
fixed but can be mobile and collect “slow data,” which means data about
environmental phenomena that do not change very frequently.
Different sensors are from different vendors and collect data with various volume,
velocity and variety. Data from different sources can be needed to accomplish a
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single task such as spraying fertilizer.
The network depicted in Fig. 5.3 should be designed in a way that allows
data to flow seamlessly from all types of sensors to processing nodes, enables the
latter to process data in a near-real-time fashion, and facilitates the transmission
of actionable information back to the tractor in order to spray the fertilizer in a
precise and timely manner. Designing such a network requires working on the
selection of relay nodes taking into consideration not only their varying mobility
models, but also their capabilities, types of data to be collected and delivered,
coverage areas, delay tolerance, energy saving modes, reliability requirements,
etc. It also depends on the precision and efficiency of data processing. Data can
be processed in-the-network, or it can be offloaded to an edge computing platform
that has more compute power and storage. These considerations, will be studied
as we investigate optimizations in heterogeneous wireless networks composed of




















Figure 5.4: ERGO architecture.
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5.3.2 ERGO, an Edge Architecture for Ag-IoT
We developed an edge computing architecture optimized for heterogeneous, resource-
constrained IoT network for deployment in agricultural fields. These networks are
typically infrastructureless and require near real-time processing of data collected
in the field. Actuators receive actionable information from processing units that
are expected to have more computing power than the mobile nodes that collect
and relay data in the field. Along with collaborators [134], We proposed the edge
architecture for Ag-IoT (ERGO) that features orchestration along with scalabil-
ity to provide Ag-IoT application services using RESTful APIs. The architecture
shown in Figure 5.4 is designed for networks with limited computational capabili-
ties, bandwidth and energy resources. It is implemented as a cluster of computing
nodes with dynamic management of application using a microservices architec-
ture.
We use Kubernetes (K8s) [135] operations APIs to manage the cluster. Each
node of the cluster hosts numerous pods. Each pod exposes application APIs
implemented using the Flask web services gateway interface (WSGI) framework.
Furthermore, each node runs a kubelet that configures and manages the pods’
deployments. Finally, data collected by in-filed devices can be sent to ERGO either
directly or through an IoT API aggregation gateway as shown in Figure 5.4. ERGO
provides limited computing power; therefore, a load balancer service accepts jobs
into a finite queue and dispatches them to different pods as resources become
available. Once the system is full (i.e. all pods are busy and queue is full), jobs
are dropped.
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5.4 Network Model Specification
The network is defined as the graph GT = (V , ET, N ) with the set of vertices
V (i.e. sensor nodes and relay nodes), the set of temporal edge (also referred
to as links) ET and the set of processing nodes N . The network runs multiple
applications. The jth application denoted by αj ∈ A, is an application that uses
the sensed data to compute and report actionable information to actuators in the
network. A = [α1, α2, ..., αx] is the set of x applications that use the edge compute
platform ERGO. Every application has particular traffic characteristics (i.e. text,
video, imaging, etc), which we denote by traffic classes β j. Each class with index
j corresponds corresponds to the jth application and defines its corresponding
request size distribution θj. Requests arrive from each application with probability
παj .
5.4.1 Definitions and General Notations
Time is split into equal intervals ti, i ≥ 0 of length δt. In the model, the notation
||M||1 = (∑m∈M |m|p)
1
p is used to denote the p-norm of a matrix with p = 1.
Because all the elements of the matrices used in the model are positive, the p-
norm with p = 1 returns the sum over all the elements of the matrix. We also use
the notations (M)ri and (M)
c
j to the denote the i
th row and the jth column of matrix
M respectively. We then define the generic function ψ.(A, B, b) =
||A•(B)cb||1
δt it is
assumed that B’s number of rows is equal to A’s number of columns. ψ.(A, B, b) is




min Dp (Xti) +Dc (Xti) + P (Xti) (5.2)
Xti is the matrix mapping requests to paths at time ti. If entry xab equals 1 means
request a is to be sent through path b; the value is 0 otherwise. In this opti-
mization problem, the objective is to minimize the path delay, Dp (Xti), and the
processing delay, Dc (Xti), for all requests while enhancing the network through-
put by applying the penalty function, P (Xti), to the unrouted requests. These
three functions are defined as follows.
• Path delay is computed as the sum of the queuing delay and transmission
delay over each path:
Dp (Xti) = XtiW
∗
p (Xti) + Sti Xti T
∗
ti (5.3)
where W∗p (Xti) is defined in Sec. 5.4.2.4 Eq. (5.33) as a function of Xti that
return a P× 1 vector of the queuing delay of each path. Likewise, the ex-
pected transmission delay of all paths is represented by the P× 1 vector, T∗ti ,
that is defined in Sec. 5.4.2.3 Eq. (5.28). Sti is a Q× Q diagonal matrix with
the sizes of requests in bits.
• Processing delay is limited to the queuing delay at the processing node as
we assume the nodes have enough capacity to process data is a negligible
amount of time. It is however easy to add the processing delay to this
function.




W∗n (Xti) is defined in Sec. 5.4.2.1 Eq. (5.16) as a function of Xti that return a
P× 1 vector of the queuing delay of processing delay at the end of the each
path.
• P (Xti) is a static penalty function that applies constant penalty for not rout-












Processing Capacity – The sum of requested processing cycles does not exceed
the processing power of the node data is sent to
Bpr (Xti , PN) ≤ Bpr,ths (5.6)
Age of Information – The time to get to the processing node should be less than
the age of the information transmitted through the request.
C∆ (Xti , D) ≤ ∆ths (5.7)
Energy – The sum of the energy spent on each request at node v should not exceed
the total energy available at the node
CE (E, S, Xti , PV) ≤ Y
V
t (5.8)
Blocking probability – given demand intensity, what is the routing solution such
that the blocking probability of each link/relay node does not exceed a blocking
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threshold
BL (S, Xti , PV) ≤ BL,ths (5.9)





x ≤ 1, ∀q ∈ [0, Q] (5.10)
The parameters are listed in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Low Latency Routing Model parameters
Parameter Description Dimension
Q total number of requests in time slot ti –
P total number of paths in the network –
N number of processing nodes (i.e. |N |) –
V number of network nodes including sensorsand relay nodes (i.e. |V|) –
S Matrix of all request sizes 1×Q
Bpr,ths
processing nodes blocking probability
threshold 1× N
∆ths Data freshness threshold 1×Q
YVt Energy available at each network node 1×V
BL,ths Link blocking threshold 1× L
pL Set of links in path p –
PL PL(p, l) = 1 if l ∈ pL and 0 otherwise P× L
PN
PN(p, n) = 1 if path p’s final destination is
node n and 0 otherwise P× N
PV
PV(p, l) = 1 if p traverses node v and 0 oth-
erwise P×V
κ Large penalty constant –
5.4.2 Network Model
Model constraints are defined in this section.
5.4.2.1 Processing Nodes Blocking Probability and Waiting Time
There are N processing nodes in the network that operate independently and can
be set up in different location. Each processing node, n, is assumed to run cn pods
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as described in Section 5.3.2.
Each processing node can be modeled as a c-server loss system, M/M/c/K,
queuing system [136, Section 11.6], with c = cn pods and a queue of length
qnm = K− cn. The system follows the Poisson arrival process with a mean arrival
rate λk when there are k jobs in the system and 0 when k > K. The service time is
node-dependent and follows an exponential distribution with mean service rate




λ, 0 ≤ k < K




kµn, 0 ≤ k < cn
cnµn, cn ≤ k ≤ K
(5.12)
























πn,0, cn ≤ k ≤ K
(5.14)
We use the function ψn(Xti , PN, n), defined in Sec. 5.4.1, to compute the arrival
rate λ based on the expected traffic routed to node n (using Xti and PN). For
simplicity, we refer to it as ψn. The average waiting time in node n’s queue is
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π∗n,K is the value from Eq. (5.14) with λ = ψn. With that we define W
∗
n (Xti) used
in Eq. (5.4) as follows:






Finally, the blocking probability is the probability that all the servers are busy and
the queue is full, that is πn,K, which can be obtained using Eq. (5.14) and the value























The blocking probability in Eq. (5.14) is used Eq. (5.6) with the following changes.
We rewrite Eq. (5.14) to compute the expected blocking probability, π∗n,K, by sub-
stituting the time-variant ψn for λ as follows:








In Eq. (5.18), π∗n,0 is the expected value computed using ψn and the result from
Eq. (5.17). With this, the constraint in Eq. (5.6) is as follows:
π∗n,K(Xti , PN) ≤ γpr,ti , ∀n ∈ N (5.19)
where Bpr,ths = γpr,ti is the blocking threshold that should not be exceeded and
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Bpr (X, PN) = π∗n,K(Xti , PN).
5.4.2.2 Age of Information
Age of Information, denoted by ∆ti at time ti, measures the freshness when data
is received at the destination at time τ and is given as [122, 123, 128]:
∆ti = τ − Cu,ti (5.20)
Where Cu,ti is the data creation time by node u. In the studied network, that
would be equivalent to the time at which data is acquired by sensor u. The path
from source to destination is modeled using a single-server queuing system with
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) service times. The queue follows
FIFO policy; however, data is not served following its creation time, but the time
at which it arrives to the system, denoted by au,ti . The arrival time to the system
satisfies the following inequality: Cu,ti ≤ au,ti . Given the significance of data
freshness in delay sensitive networks, we define an AoI penalty function, ω(∆ti),
and a data freshness threshold, ∆ths = γ∆,ti , to bind the path delay, which is the
main source of data staleness.
The estimated time to receive data is dependent on the path delay and is
written as:
τ∗ (Xti) = au,ti +Dp (Xti) (5.21)
where Dp (Xti) is the path delay of path p and is defined in Eq. (5.3), and τ∗ (Xti)
will be referred to as τ∗. The corresponding estimated AoI is:
∆∗ti = τ
∗ − Cu,ti (5.22)
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With that, the constraint for data freshness (see Eq. (5.7)) is defined in Eq. (5.23)
ω(∆∗ti) ≤ γ∆,ti (5.23)
where C∆ (X, D) = ω(∆∗ti) The penalty function is non-decreasing since penalty
on data staleness increases with time reducing the interest in the data. For
networks studied in this work, the penalty function can apply a time-variant
application(αj)-dependent cost, ναj,ti , to the estimated data freshness, ∆
∗
ti .
5.4.2.3 Node Energy Availability
Energy consumption of node u at time ti is computed using the residual energy
at time ti−1 and the energy to be consumed by the requests routed through the





q,u,ti−1 , i > 0
Yu,max, i = 0
(5.24)
where Yu,max denotes the maximum available energy of node u. The achievable




is used to compute the value of E∗q,ti−1 as specified in Eq. (5.25):




In Shannon-Hartley formula, B is the system bandwidth, gu,ti is the channel power
gain between node u and the other end of the link, wu,ti is the transmit power and
η is the noise power at the receiver. qs denotes the request size in bits.
As such, the constraint CE (S, X, PV) in Eq. (5.8) is written using the aforemen-
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q, PV ||1 ≤ Yu,ti , ∀u ∈ V (5.26)
Using the same Shannon-Hartley formula we can compute the expected trans-






Where l(u) is the source node of link l, and pL is the set of links in path p. Finally,







5.4.2.4 Link Blocking Probability
Relay nodes in the networks are assumed to have limited space for the forwarding
buffer; therefore, each relay node u can be modeled as an M/M/1/Ku queuing
system with a queue size Ku, a Poisson arrival process (i.e. arrivals are indepen-
dent and identically distributed) and a service rate that follows an exponential
distribution with mean service rate µu,tx. When the node is saturated, i.e. the
queue is full with Ku packets in the system, newly arriving packets are dropped.
The arrival rate, is hence equal to σ when there are at most Ku packets in the node
and 0 otherwise. The probability that arriving packets are dropped is equivalent
to the probability that there are ku packets, πKu .
We define ρu,tx = σµu,tx and assume ρu,tx 6= 1 (i.e. σ 6= µu,tx). The probability
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Here also we use the function ψs(X, PV , u) (defined in Sec. 5.4.1 and referred to as
ψs for convenience) that computes the arrival rate at node u based on the requests
routed through node u. The formula given in Eq. (5.29) is then used to compute
the estimated blocking probability at node u and time ti:













is the value of ρu,tx computed using the arrival rate re-
turned by the function ψs. We can then rewrite Eq. (5.9) as follows by substituting
BL (Xti , PV):
π∗Ku,ti (Xti , PV) ≤ BL,ths, ∀u ∈ V (5.31)
In addition to the blocking probability, we can compute the expected average








where pV is the set of nodes in path p and L∗v,ti is the expected average number of
customers in the queue and can be computed using the M/M/1/K performance
measures equations such as ones presented in [136, Section 11.5]. In the latter, we
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substitute ρ by ρ∗u,tx(ψs). Lastly, W
∗







5.4.3 Routing dependent variables
Depending on the routes from each sensor to the processing nodes, parameters
D, R, PL, PN, and PV take different values.
The optimization problem is formulated under assumption that each sensor
knows the full path to each processing node, and the routes do not change for the
whole network lifetime since the nodes are fixed.
5.5 Model solving
The objective function in Eq. (5.2) can be simplified as:








































where xq,p is the element (q, p) of the matrix Xti , we drop the time subscript for
convenience. w∗p is the path queuing time as function of column p of the matrix
Xti as described in Sec. 5.4.2.4. qs is the element of S representing the size in bits
of request q and T ∗ (p) is as described in Sec. 5.4.2.3. w∗n is the queuing delay
at processing node n and is also a function of column p of the matrix Xti (see
Sec. 5.4.2.1), and yn,p is element (n, p) of the matrix PN indicating whether or not
path p goes to node n.
Subject to:
π∗n,K(Xti , PN) ≤ γpr,ti , ∀n ∈ N (5.35)






q, PV ||1 ≤ Yu,ti , ∀u ∈ V (5.37)





x ≤ 1, ∀q ∈ [0, Q] (5.39)
Notice that all four terms of the objective function and all four constraints are writ-
ten in terms of information about other nodes’ requests in the network (i.e. every
ith row of the matrix (Xti)
r
i ). This optimization problem is an integer quadratic
programming (IQP) with Quadratic constraints; which are proved to be NP-
hard [137]. Furthermore, n a highly dynamic network that requires real-time
data processing, sharing routing information between all nodes would be very
costly and unfeasible. Each node in the network will receive routing information
from V − 1 nodes every δt time units; however, to generate this routing informa-
tion, each node will also need to know decision of the other nodes. A centralized
solution that computes routes and sends them to each sensor is also not feasible
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in a resource constrained network with real-time applications.
In order to keep that problem distributed, we identify the main functions that
require external information to be:
• ψn(Xti , PN, n) (used in Constraint (5.35)) returns the expected arrival rate at
node processing node n during time slot ti.
• ψs(Xti , PV , u) (used in Constraints (5.37) and (5.38)) computes the expected
arrival rate at each relay node u during time slot ti.
• E∗q,u,ti ||(Xti)
r
q, PV ||1 in Eq. (5.37) which represents the average number of bits
transferred through node u during time slot ti. This can also be written as
function of ψs(Xti , PV , u) and the mean requests size.
We introduce three algorithms that are used to predict estimates of each value,
which will allow us to simplify the model by reducing the dimension of the de-
cision variable matrix from Q × P to 1× P and run it in a distributed fashion.
The simplified model results in sub-optimal routing solutions whose optimality
depends on the precision of the predictions.
5.5.1 Arrival Rate ψs(Xti , PV , u)
We propose the COllaborative weighTed Average for relay nodes (COTAu) al-
gorithm to compute the arrival rate collaboratively by clusters of nodes in the
network. Each node u receive information from its immediate neighbors about
the their observed average arrival rate across different time slots. Node v keeps
a running average of its observed arrival rate, λvti+1 , which it computes using the
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The observed arrival rate computed in Eq. (5.40) by each neighbor, v, along with
the density of nodes around it (in a certain range) is piggybacked in communi-
cation packets every, k× δt set for efficiency. Using COTAu algorithm detailed in
Algorithm 7, node u computes the weighted average of the arrival rate at each
relay node based on local information of the network (i.e. the density, arrival
rate pairs collected from neighboring nodes). The set of neighbors of node u is
denoted by Eu. COTAu assigns a weight to each node v ∈ Eu that uses the expo-
nential decay function of the distance between v and a, the target relay node. The
decay constant γ is a positive value, and intuitively, the larger it is, the smaller
the weight assigned to distant nodes.
Algorithm 7 COTAu Algorithm
1: Input:
2: Neighbor set Eu .




7: for all v ∈ Eu do
8: wv ← w0e−γd(v,a); . w0 = 1
9: λati+1 ← ∑v∈Eu wvλ
v
ti / ∑v∈Eu wv;
5.5.2 Arrival Rate ψn(Xti , PN, n)
The computation of arrival rates are processing nodes can be performed using
the average traffic traversing the routes that lead to each one of them. That is, we
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use PN to compute the arrival rate at node n ∈ N . We propose the COllaborative
weighTed Average for processing nodes (COTAn) and describe it in Algorithm 8.
The algorithm is based on that premise that if relay node a’s neighbor set Ea con-
Algorithm 8 COTAn Algorithm
1: Input:
2: Processing node n;




7: for all a ∈ En do
8: csum ← 0;
9: for all v ∈ Ea do
10: if v ∈ N then
11: csum ← csum + cv;
12: wn,a = cncsum
13: λnti+1 ← ∑a∈En wn,aλ
a
ti ; . Use COTA
u to compute λati
tains multiple processing nodes, than the traffic arriving at a would be distributed
across all these processing nodes. We further assume that the portion of traffic
to be sent to each processing node n is dependent on its processing capacity cn,
which we previously referred to as the number of servers (see Sec. 5.4.2.1).
5.5.3 Energy Consumption
The residual energy at relay node a at time ti+1 can be computed as a function
of the average arrival rate, the average requests’ size, and their associated prob-
ability. We propose the Residual Energy Estimates (R2E) algorithm, described in
Algorithm 9, which uses Eq. (5.24) and Eq. (5.25) to compute the residual energy
at node a.
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Algorithm 9 R2E Algorithm
1: Input:
2: Set of applications A.




7: if i = 0 then
8: Ya,ti ← Yu,max;
9: else











; . Use COTAu to compute λati−1




5.5.4 The Simplified Model
The new problem that uses arrival rate and residual energy computation algo-
rithms is an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model defined, which is less accu-
rate than the original model, but more efficient as we show later in the evaluation
section. We define the new problem a follows.

















we use . to denote the element of the objective function that are predicted us-
ing Algorithms 8, 7 and 9. The corresponding constraints are also simplified, so
that instead of using matrix Xti to compute network parameters, the latter are
provided using the aforementioned algorithms. In the next section (Sec. 5.6), we
provide a detailed description of the implementation and corresponding evalua-
tion.
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(a) ERGO API response times.























(b) ERGO API throughput.
Figure 5.5: Performance evaluation of the Ag-IoT Application APIs.
5.6 Experimental Setup and Results
5.6.1 ERGO Performance Measurement
A prototype of the ERGO cluster was implemented using a 5-node Raspberry
Pi 4 Model B cluster with quad-core ARM A72 64-bit SoC and 4GB DDR4-3200
SDRAM. Four of the nodes, each with 4 cores, are used for application deploy-
ment and the fifth is reserved for node control and management. The experimen-
tal data is derived from the scenario in Sec. 5.3.1, where we generate synthetic
data that mimics real world values.Multiple pieces of information are sent to the
cluster, where they are aggregated by time and used in the computation of the
action that a fertilizing tractor should take. The performance is shown in Figures
5.5a and 5.5b. We run the experiments with and without auto-scaling to eval-
uate the scalability of ERGO, and as shown in the figures, the performance of
ERGO is significantly enhanced when we use auto-scaling. That is, we are able to
achieve lower response time (Fig. 5.5a) while increasing the cluster’s throughput
(fig. 5.5b), two metrics that are important in a low-latency, resource constrained
environment.
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5.6.2 The Low-Latency ILP Routing Evaluation
Figure 5.6: Example experimental network.
Green circle indicates ERGO clusters.
In order to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed rout-
ing algorithm and correspond-
ing ILP model, we implement
a MATLAB simulator. The
simulator creates a pseudo-
random network, similar to
the one shown in Fig. 5.6.
The network is composed of a
number of processing nodes, sensor nodes and relay nodes. Traffic is generated
following multiple types of applications similar to ones used in Sec. 5.6.1.
ERGO’s arrival and service Poisson processes were chosen based on values
obtained through the evaluation of the cluster as described in the same section.
Finally, we use MATLAB’s intlinOpt method for ILP model solving. In every
time slot, a number of messages are created by sensor nodes. Each sensor node
predicts arrival rates at relays nodes along available paths using COTAu, arrival
rate at the processing nodes (destination of the each path) using COTAn and the
residual energy at each relay node using R2E. The values are then used by the
ILP solver and an optimal path is returned. Finally, the network is state is up-
dated based on the node’s routing decisions. We analyze the performance of the
proposed algorithms by comparing the computed λati+1 , λ
n
ti+1 , and Ya,ti to the ac-
tual values of the simulation. Figure 5.7a shows sensor nodes’ predicted arrival
rate for relay node 5. The figure shows that COTAu is able to predict accurate
values based on the neighboring node’s arrival rates the their distance to the tar-
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(a) Predicted arrival rate for relay node 5.
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(b) Effect of distance on predicted arrival
rate of different relay nodes.
Figure 5.7: Performance evaluation of COTAu.
get node with an average magnitude of relative error equal to 13.8% and ranging
between 3.9% and 22%. COTAu, however, does not generate accurate predictions
for nodes that are not used in the network (i.e. λati+1 ≈ 0 because its prediction
is based on local information. This is also shown by the results in Figure 5.7b,
which depicts the effect of the distance between nodes on the value predicted.
The farther the node is from a relay node, the higher the error in arrival rate pre-
diction because of the exponential decay function used for weight computation.
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Dropped at Processing Node
Total
Figure 5.8: Traffic delivery and processing.
Finally, Figure 5.8 shows the
performance of the routing
model in terms of message de-
livery to the processing nodes
and dropping percentage at
the latter. Our low-latency
routing ILP formulation can
deliver up to 85.6% of mes-
sages to processing nodes, and
thanks to the blocking proba-
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bility threshold constraint, only 14.3% were dropped at the processing node.
5.7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we studied routing optimization and edge computing in delay-
sensitive, resource constrained heterogeneous networks. We specifically consid-
ered the case of Agricultural-IoT networks as they constitute a prominent example
of such networks. Ag-IoT networks are deployed in areas that have limited com-
munication and compute infrastructure, or a complete lack thereof. This means
that it is expensive and time consuming, if not impossible, to send data from
sensors to remote cloud platforms. Furthermore, data collected by sensors is
transient as monitored phenomena in the field can change rapidly. That being
said, we proposed in this chapter a scalable edge compute platform and a net-
work optimization model that finds the optimal path from sensor to processing
nodes.
Our proposed ERGO, the edge architecture for Ag-IoT, is a cluster-based plat-
form that utilizes Kubernetes to dynamically manage the nodes of the cluster.
Each of these nodes can also dynamically deploy and remove pods (i.e. single
processing units). ERGO’s pods expose user application , which our implemen-
tation, are exposed using Flask web Services gateway interface. Field data is sent
to ERGO through relay nodes, a process that we modeled as an IQP model. The
model minimizes the delay in sending data to the edge platform while maximiz-
ing the delivery ratio. The objective function is subjected to three main constraints
related to network blocking (i.e. traffic dropping), Age of Information and energy
consumption at sensor and relay nodes. Because of the complexity of IQP models,
we reduced our proposed model to a LIP model by proposing network metrics
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prediction algorithms.
In order to evaluate our proposed routing model, we implemented and run
network simulations on MATLAB. We generate pseudo-random networks that
are composed of a specific number of processing clusters and multiple sensor and
relay nodes. The generated traffic also follows numbers from real world Ag-IoT
applications, such as the one described in Sec. 5.3.1. The simulation starts by find-
ing the set of paths from sensor to edge compute clusters. It then uses MATLAB’s
the Integer Liner Programming function (intlinprog) to find the optimal path for
each request. intlinprog bases the optimization on values generated using our pro-
posed algorithms COTAu, COTAn and R2E. The results show that the prediction
are accurate for for networks where nodes are equally distributed across the field
(i.e. each node is like to receive similar numbers of messages).
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Directions
6.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation, we investigate the topic of routing optimization in heteroge-
neous wireless networks with a focus on space and mission-driven IoT environ-
ments. We started by providing a comprehensive mathematical classification for
the contacts in heterogeneous wireless networks, defining four main categories of
contacts: scheduled, discovered, predicted and continuous. Based on this classi-
fication, we developed models and routing algorithms for networks composed of
scheduled contacts only, ones composed of both predicted and discovered, and
finally networks with all these types of contacts.
Space Networks (a.k.a. Interplanetary Networks (IPN)), which we used as a
use-case scenario of scheduled networks, are investigated first in this dissertation.
Space networks are considered Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) because they are
deployed in a challenged environment where delay and link disruption are the
norm and not the exception. We introduced the Modified Temporal Graph (MTG)
model that allowed us to describe these networks in a near-real- time determinis-
tic dynamic representation. Using the MTG, we proposed the first Mixed Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) model for message routing and scheduling in space
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networks, and developed two sliding window heuristics. N-Look Ahead Routing
and Scheduling (N-LARS) algorithm that considers only one message sorting cri-
terion, and Multi-Attribute Routing and Scheduling (MARS) algorithm that uses
Multi-Attribute Decision Making to sort outgoing messages. Our experimental
evaluation of the algorithms, using realistic networks, showed that they can en-
hance the network throughput and overall end-to-end delay significantly, com-
pared to the currently used routing algorithm the Contact Graph Routing (CGR).
Our proposed routing algorithms are also shown to be more scalable than CGR as
it could route messages in relatively large networks for which CGR experiments
could not be completed.
Working on networks on the other side of the spectrum, we investigated rout-
ing and optimization in delay-sensitive heterogeneous wireless networks in the
form of Mission-Driven IoT. We took as example networks Agriculture IoT and
disaster recovery networks. We have used the latter as a network that is composed
of all four types of contacts. We proposed a Statistical Analysis (STAN) frame-
work that we use to analyze contact traces as a time series. We then designed
it to choose one of the available classical and deep learning forecast methods to
generate a list of predicted contacts. The predicted future contact traces are then
shared with our proposed Predictive Routing algorithm, PETRA. We evaluated
this work using real traces from a fire department and showed that using statis-
tical analysis and choosing the right forecast model can enhance the end-to-end
delay and throughput of the network compared to one of the routing algorithms
in the literature that uses CNN for contact forecasting.
Last but not least, we analyzed and designed a network model and archi-
tecture for predicted and discovered contacts in large dynamic heterogeneous
wireless MD-IoT networks using Agricultural IoT (Ag-IoT) as use-case scenario.
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In this work, we considered various aspects of heterogeneity present in an Ag-
IoT network such as technology, devices, traffic, and quality requirements. These
networks also require a near-real time processing of data in order to extract ac-
tionable information that can be used to maintain the farm and manage its re-
sources. Considering all these factors, we implemented a low-latency ILP-based
routing algorithm for such a highly dynamic network that we integrate with our
proposed edge computing framework for data processing in resource-constrained
networks. In this work, completed with collaborators from the school of Agricul-
tural Sciences and Natural Resources, we use agricultural data collected in large
fields to evaluate our proposed ERGO, model and algorithms. The simulation
results show that ERGO is capable to enhancing the throughput and reducing the
processing latency by auto-scaling depending on the jobs arrival rate. We also
show that the proposed network parameters prediction algorithms provide the
model with a good approximation to compute paths.
6.2 Future Directions
Our dissertation work on routing optimization in heterogeneous wireless net-
works with a focus on space and MD-IoT environments demonstrates the great
benefits and importance of inherently embracing heterogeneity as a norm and
not an exception in designing network architectures and algorithms. Though it
can take many forms, heterogeneity should be encouraged rather than eliminated
because it brings innovation, scalability and robustness to the network. In our
work, we have used various application domains to demonstrate and evaluate
our proposed frameworks and algorithms, such as space networks, disaster re-
covery MD-IoT networks, and agricultural IoT networks.
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Our contributions can be extended to many other heterogeneous wireless net-
works such as intelligent transportation systems, vehicular networks, smart cities,
smart buildings, smart manufacturing, etc. Though they have different applica-
tions and requirements, all these examples are similar in that they are built on an
underlying heterogeneous wireless network that in many cases necessitates the
integration of near-real time data processing. With our contributions, we have
proved that heterogeneity can be fostered for future efficient and scalable net-
work architectures and provided details of frameworks and algorithms that can
be extended for a variety of applications. In-filed implementations using new
communication technologies, such as millimeter wave, can add more value to our
understanding of the network dynamics in light of heterogeneity. Finally, the per-
formance of our proposed low-latency routing model could be further enhanced
by considering an algorithm that uses techniques such as Machine Learning or
Deep Learning to predict network parameters.
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